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PADUCSH DAILY REGISTER.• Standard, lt. April, 1884.
Register, Et. May, 180. PADUCALI, KY.,- FRIDAY MORNING. JULY 21. 1965. VOL 22, NO. 69ALDERMEN
IN SESSION city.
.. There was allowed all the bills pre
sented by Chairman Orme, of the Ifinance cc•mmittee.'MUCH WORK OF THE COUN
" CIL GIVEN RATIFI
CATION.
THE STREET WORK
CONTRACT SIGNED.
A Number of Ordinances Are Passed,
Saloon License Granted and
Bills Passed.
PROPOSITION TO
CHECK WHISTLES.
Member Bell was the only absenteefrom last isght's session of the alder
manic board at the city hall general
a-semblt chamber. o • f
'r There was filed the 'protests put in• rby the pr .perty coiner.; on Jefferson
street, Kentucky avenue, and Sixth,Seventh and Ninth streets regarding
411012te storm water sewefs in front .-fth-*_ property abutting these thor-
our Mares. The property.owners saythat they will not pay for same or the
work as provided filer under the con-
et add ordinances.
The may 'r notified the board thatthis/ signed the contracts betweens • city and the Southern Bitulithic
'itompany for this werk.
Mayor Yeiser stated that SanitaryIpspector Wm.' Simmons had resign-his position and George Webb
wile selected to fill the place until thelext general assembly gathering ofi:council and aldermen, at whichthe successor will be chosen.temporary appointment of Mr.Webb was ratified
The finance committee was instruct
•
• 
s0
tl
the $1.7oo note Edward and RichardTerrell hold against the city, as pay-ment for the strip of ground the Ter-
re), sold the municipality in orderthat Nineteenth street could be opened from Monroe to the Hinkleville
road. Tits note fell due and will haveto be cared for.
Mayor Yeiser reported that. .henhe offered for sale ten days ago thetelephone franchise put up for the
'Pedal benefit of the CumberlandTelephone company that this corpor-
ation refused to make a bid for same,
and the grant was bought for $ao byLawyer Henry Hughes, who claimedhe purchased it for Monganfield, Ky.telephone people. As the money qffend for the grant way so small, the
mayor recommended it be rejeeted.
and this was done. The mayor then
mired that mom/thing be done imme-diately to either compel the Cumber-hind people to take a franchise and
rfspect the laws of thit municipality,
car remove their poles and wires fromtie public thoroughfares. To look ift this the aldermen referred theq estion tos the mayor and City Solicit hr Edwird Puryear and orderedthem to take whatever steps theydeemed necessary.
Roy McKinney addressed a coin
munication to the board stating thatbe had been compelled to pay $45 as\ city license to carry on a vinegar busiInes, when others were made to payonly Po per year. He asked for re-lief and the matter was referred to
city solicitor, who will make a re--
port on same, but stated last night
t was useless as the license ordinance
tipulated the vinegar companiesIle
hould pay this amount into the mu-icipal treasury.
There was filed the request of the
rcbants handling coal exclusively.7FIcing that the license against themle reduited to $25 per year and they
lie not compelled to pay $35 which is
tone by the coal men handling feed.
einem, lime, etc., on the side. The
ouncil has already given one pass-
i
to the ordinance making that re:
sted reduction.
The aldermen ratified the purchase
the mayor and city solicitor of
e 25 foot strip "of ground to be
ened for street purposes leading
m Sixth streets at Boyd down to
river front. They gave J. Andy
uer $425 for the ground that will(Oen a passageway to the city's garb
e dump that is to be removed from
t foot of Clay street to below the
I C. incline.
here was referred to the board of
y supervisors the complaints of
I. John Oehlechlaeger, Aff MO up
rdnet and wife and W. D. Scott
t they had been assessed erronely on their property for city taxposes.
aldermen ratified the report oft supervisors' who held a special ses
s n week !Ain't last and granted re-1 to improperly assessed pTople,
°
l and also raised by $171,000 the valua-
national banks Ming business in thi- 
Tennesseetiens placed on Ike personalty of the
River Bridge
Initiai aioseirin was given the meas. PETITION NOW BEING GOT-urt stipulating that people found j TEN UP BY STEAMBOATguilty of spitting upon the public I MENsidewalks should be fined $5.
, Second passage was given the or- Urge Upon Major Newcomer Neces-dinance permitting bond companies arty of Tearing Down the Dan sto go surety on the bonds saloonkeep gerous Structure.crs give the city on being granted li-cense guaranteeing they will conduct The steamboatmen of this city aridan orderly establishment. Heretofore 'section have taken up actively theonly individuals could go on these question of getting the federal gov-bonds. erpment to compel the Illinois Cen-To the board of works was passed teal railroad to tear down the oldthe request of property owners that bridge spanning the Tennessee riverthere be graded and graveled from above here on the Louisville divisionthe present improved terminut of Lit now that the new bridge is completedtle avenue, out the avenue to Paxton and being used, thereby necessitatingstreet. then west to Bloom street go abandonment of the other structure.the Pool road and thence to he cdt Captain James Tilt .and Captain Hatporate limits. ry Brelleleten yesterday circulatedThe water company. .filed notice ainopg the rivermen a petition thatshowing that they had extended their was, sighied- by all it was handed towater supply pipes on Clay from and will be signed by all before theyNinth to Tenth, and on Clay from are through with it. It is addressedFountain avenue to Sixteenth street to Major. Newcomer, who has chargePetit ions were received from resi- of. the Tennessee river in the federaldents asking that the water company service, 6,nd in same the ,iteamboat-be instructed to extend its mains on inen urge that the abandoned bridgePridge to Jarrett street in Niechan- bc. torte away immediately as thereicsbarg and also out in Worten's ad nester existed anywhere such a greatditici•t. The requests were complied menace to safe navigation as is occas-with and company notified. jolted by the "cross current" formedSaloon license a were granted Will because of the close proximity of theGreek at 1/4 Kentucky avenue; Jas. old bilidge to the new one, the cornBulger, 1615 South Fourth; L. C. Lee, !Ana, piers causing the river to runNinth and Washington; C. E. Black islucha way that steatriers are liablenail, 204 South Ninth; F. M. Mat eitslestruction at any time againstlock: 1024 Sopth Eighth; Hay. j& 1114th or the bank.Co., Twelfth and Trimble. The old bridge was condemnedIt was crdered that Salooniats Sea- fottt years ago and ordered removedwright & Mitchell be refunded their n three years, but on the expira$75 for tilre last six mouths' license of of that, time art extension of onethis year: May tottaethey got out a y r was given the railroad companylicense for the toliince of tao5, but which during the last twelve monthsunit business June 30th and now get completed the new bridge The cornback that portion of the total sum pany has appealed to Major Newcom-that would purchase the license for Cr now to let the bridge stand, andthe six months, while he was here several weeks agoJuly nit W. M. cbson paid into the lie inspected some but would not saycity treabury.arslior six mouths' sa- whey he intended to do. Now theIron license, but being unable to furn- railroad people are trying to get theish the necessary bond required coqld state to buy the structure and fix itnot get the license. He ran several so it can be used for wagons and pe-weeks though, and in ordering his destrians to cross that stream. Theymoney paid back to him the aldermen have actually tried to give the bridgeinstructed the treasurer to keep out away, but kept the people dealing$12.5o for the month of July. saloon- with in ignorance .bout the structureists being charged for a full month having been condemned, therefore ifno matter if they only run one day it had been accepted by the individ-is that month. anis they would have had to undergoCharles T. Graham offered Jake the expense of taking it down.Biederman on his saloon license in Just as soon as every riverman to-lieu of A. J. Reitz, who cannot serve day signs the petition of Captain Tillas every city bondsman has to be and Captain Brazleton, they will forworth $1 000 exempted property. Mrs. ward it to Major Newcomer and re-E. Paley gave Sydney Loeb as one ,guest that he carry out the orders isbondsman in place of Reitz, for the 'sued when the bridge was condemnedsame reason. W. W Mitchell gave that it be torn down, as it is theSydney Loeb as one bondsman us worst place in the country for steam-take the place of A. J. Reit:. ers to pass.
:Mclennan Farley asked the board
to order the ordinance committee to
bring in amendments to the franchise
of the street railway company, chang
ing the grant in man/ respects. One
will be to designate how many•min-
utes shall elapse between each trip
the cars make over their divisions
and other changes for the benefit of
the public.
An ordinance was also ordered
brought in for the abatement of nui
sances over the city. Alderman Far-
ley made the motion for the new bill,
and stated one of the nuisances to be
gone f ter was that the mills have of
blow' g their whistles loud and long
each morning at 5 o'clock and then
again at frequent intervals until 7
o'clock when the laborers and me-
chanic's start to work. He continued
that the workingmen residing close
to the factories state that the 5
o'clock .whistle awakens them daily
and the repeated blasts for the next
two hours keep them awake so that
they lose the hour's sleep between
5 and 6 o'clock, the latter hour being
the usual time for everybody to get
up for their breakfast and start off
to work. The people of the milling
districts have been howling long
about this bothersome practice and
want the city uatherrities to compel
the factory owners to desist front the
01.1 I sance
On motion, the board adjourned.
. Now Practically Settled.‘
 .
New Haven, Conn., July 30.—The
account of the Philo S. Bennett case,
as filed by Wm. J. Bryan, as exe-
cutor, was accepted by Judge' Cleve-
land, notwithstanding objections
rade to certain items by counsel for
the residuary legatees. With the
acceptance of Mr. Bryan's account
the Bennett estate is now practically
settled, the only thing that now re-
mains being the payment of the Con-
necticut inheritance tax, amounting
to $6,132. '
A German scientist claim* an in-
vention by which be can control the
wireless waves.
Fine Excursion
GICEN ON FOWLER BY THE Y.
M. C. A. WORKERS
LAST NIGHT.
Women's Home Mission Society of
Trimble Street Church Enter
tamed—Nice Affair.
The excursion last evening aboard
the steamer Dick Fowler was a most
sot:mess-NI affair as a very large crowd
'seat out for a few hours on the wa-
ter and returned shortly after mid
night this morning. The boat went
up the Tennessee and Ohio rivers,
and then below here and the gay
crowd was charmed with the delight-
ful form of entertainment accorded
them by the women's committee and
officiate of the Y. M. C. A., who hadthe excursion in charge.
Nice Lawn Social.
Many friends were entertained with
the social and luncheon last evening
by the ladies of the Women's Home
Mission society at the Trimble street
Methodist church.
•Baseball Dance.
The ` 19o5 Amateur Baseball 'Team"
will give a dance at the Wallace parkpavilion next Monday evening
Dance Tide Evening.
This evening at Wallace park Dr.
„and Mrs. William J. Gilbert enter-tain with a dance.
Married Yesterday.
,tildiss Annie Rushing and Mr. Johnlarkdants, of the county, went toMetropolis yesterday and were mar-
Tournament
Called Oft
GUN CLUB .WILL .NOT GIVE
TOURNADEENT DURINg
ENCAMPMENT.
Hon. James M. Lang Yesterday Cap-
tured the Club Medal That
He Will Now Wear.
Yesterday afternoon at a meeting
'of the board of directors for thePaducah Gun Club it was decided notto give the fall tournament duringthe period the state militia will be
employed at Wallace park, wherethe traps and clubhouse of the
sportsmen are located. The clubhad intended to hay .i their tourna-
ment for three days, commencing
August is, and continuing it through
until the 17th of the month, but asthese dates conflict with the bigtournament that is to be given atChattanooga, Tenn., the Paducah
clubmen decided to postpone their
events until sometime during the
month of September. In postponingthe gathering, however, they decidedthat two days of each week duringthe encampmenut, shoots will be heelat the park traps, in order the sotdiet, can get some benefit at prac-tice shooting. Later on the date forthe tournament wild be set again.In arranging tournaments the coun-try over each city tries not to selectdates conflicting with other shoots,because every town warns to havepresent the critic shots who travel
liart.enders• Union Selects .‘.1iss Fan-
around over the United States tak- .
me I anhan As Candidooe for
ing in all the shoots. At the Chat-
Gnddess csf Labor.
'cloudy and probably rainy weatheris the' predictior for Friday.
Gen. Gomez is embarrassing theCuban government in Santa Clara bygranting his followers right to carryI MIMI.
city of New York. Mr. and Mrs. in-graham were married September 22,1903, in London.
LOCATE IN WEST.
Mr. W. McCabe and Bride Go toTucson„ Arizona, to Reside.
Judge D. L. Sanders yesterday
morning received a letter from hisdaughter, Mrs. W. McCabe, who stated that she and her husband left NewOrleans Tuesday for Tucson, Arisorutn make their home, he having been
offered a handsome position with one
of the big railroads entering that.sity,i•1 his capacity of train dispatcher.This is the place where Mr. Cheek.f,:rmer chief dispatcher of the I. C.here, went to some months ago and it
's though: Mr. McCabe goes- in thec.!liee with him.
aA Spanish soldier who has just'
reached Miadrid from the PhilippineIslands says there are four thousandSpanish soldieri) still held tm theislands by natives as prisoners of
war. The statement is to be investi-gated by this government
Cent-al Labor
Elects
PP' : DENT PETE SMITH RE-
.LCTED FOR SIX MONTHS'
TERM.
tanooga dates were selected some
weeks since, and the sportsmenfrom other places have arranged togo there, Paducah's events would
not be as great a success as other-
wise, because the celebrities could
not come here.
Yesterday at the park in a 25 claypigeon event Kennedy got 22, JimWeihle 21 and Ambrose Mercer to.In the 25 clay pigeon event for the
club medal', Kennedy got 21, JimWeille 22 and Ambrose Mercer 20and James Lang 23. This gave theme Vir Lang until .somebody
ma icit-a better score in those shootst 
arranged especially for this trophy.Yesterday the club officers - decid-ed it was not necessary, to movetheir club house and all traps fromthe present location in makilng roomfor the state troops that will camp onOat portion of the hill. They findit wild be necessary to only move
one of their traps and this will betaken up and stored away until theqolifiers leave.
WANTS HIS WIFE
TO SUPPORT HIM.
Husband of Former Kentucky Girl
Files Suit to Get Money.
Edinburgh, July 30.—Singular doc-uments were submitted today in thesuit of Nathanieel Gibbs Ingraham,formerly of New York, against his
wife, formerly Edith Newcomb Wardnow pending before the court of ses-
sions here
'Mr. Ingraham asks that his wife be
ordered to carry out their ante-nuptial settlement, under which he
claims he is entitled to $1,500 a year,
and also claims $4,000 per year by
virtue of a bond granted in hisfavor.
The wife contends that the con-tact and bond were obtained byfraud. She alleges- that after heseparation front her first husband,Reginald H. Ward, the plaintiff in-duced her by various insidious de-
vicea, like fortune telling, to insti-tute divorce proceedings againstWard, and also induced her husbandto consent to the proceedings.They (Mr. and Mrs. Ward) were di-
vorced in Kest, and Mrs Ward then
married n gra ham
Before the marriage Mrs. Ward
says she was taken to a lawyer's
office and was induced to sign an
ante-nuptial settlement contract
without reading the papers orknowing what they contained,Theplaintiff says the defendant proffered
marriage to him first, and he de-
clined, but afterward consented to
please her, as she was in poorhealth. ,
Mrs. Ward was Miss Edith New-
comb, of Kentucky, daughter of H.Victor Newcomb, at one time an im-portant factor on Wall street. Regi-
nald H. Ward, who was known in
London as 'tCount" Ward, was at
one time Roumanian coney!' there.
At one period of his career Ward
was known as the "copper king."
He is a Bostonian by birth.
The Wards were rittirried in New
York November , 1899, and were
'divorced 'here Mkyj 2, 1903. Wt. In-
'graham is a gran son of Justice In-
'graham. of the sujeemne court of the
• °son] Labor L'tnon last eien-ins? at their hal on North Fourth
street el,.icted their new officers asfollows: Pete Smith, leatherwork-
er, president; Charles Hail, black-
smith, vice-president; Preston Mar-tin, cigarmaker, recording secretary;W. E. Gibson, clerk, financial secre-tary; Lon Crandell, carpenter, treas-
urer; Leslie Purdy, bartender, guide;Henry Carroll, ship caulker, guar-dian; Campbell Jarvis, machinist
and Harry Rawlings, electrical work-er, were elected tragic
Hannan, of the Tinners' union, was
elected membership seoretary.
The delegates from the subordinateunions admitted with their new cre-dentials were as follows: 'ton Cran-dall, Arthur Watts and Walter Eng-land from Carpenters' and Joiners'
union; Peter Smith, R. hf. Miles andCharlie Block, from the Leather-
workers; Barney Davidson, WilliamDerrker and Henry Carroll from theShip Caulkers No. 39; George W.Walters from Typographical union.The credentials were all received and
representatives only obligated for ser-
vice in' the Central Labor body,
which is composed of delegates fromthe sub-unions.
The Blacksmiths' union reporeedthat the Illinois Central railroad hadsigned their agreement for twelveMonths, it being practically the sameas last year, and is satisfactory toboth sides. The machinists laid be-fore the body the fact that the rail-road had also signed their agreementand schedule of wages and that onlya few minor changes had been made.After the work of installing offi-cers, President Peter Smith thankedthe delegates for making hint thepresiding officer, and urged a con-tinuance of that vigorous and com-
mendable work effected .in the past.The Central body selected a com-mittee to visit the management ofthe United States Gas, Coal and Cokecompany, on business connected withthe "locksout" at that place of theship caulkers, who were willing to
work for this company, which agreedslet the men spin their own oakurn.
Bartenders' Division. .The Bartenders' union at theirmeeting last Sunday elected WalterShelby as their marshal, foe the bar-tenders' division in the grapd pa-
rade to be given Labor Day in Sep-tember by all the organized bodies
of the city. The Bartenders havealeo chosen Miss Fannie Lanhan astheir candidate for Goddess of Labor.The Central Labor body 'has decid-edsnot to allow any drilling of sol-diers for competitive prizes on LaborDay, neither will they be asked totake part in the grand parade. LaborDay is the first Monday in Septemberand at that time the state militia willbe here in encampment. It was atfirst thought a good featur,
 for thelabor festivities would be to have
some of the soldiers enter a drilland compete for a fine gold medal,hut this is now abandoned, as wasthe idea to ask them to take part inthe parade. As regards the latterthe organized bodies believe theyhave sufficient numbers among them-
selves to make an excellent showingin the procession.
_
M. WITTE'S
INTERVIEW
CREATES WIDESPREAD COM-
MENT BY THE PRESS OF
RUSSIA.
COMMENDATION GIVEN
ON ALL SIDES.
Peace Not Coveted at Any Price and
Japan Must Be Moderate in
Demands.
JAPANESE ADVANCE
IS MORE ENERGETIC
St. Petersburg, July 2o.--The inter-view of the Asseciated Press with M.Witte on Monday last; was telegraph-ed back to St. Petersburg from NewYork and was printed throughout theempire, receiving high commendalion from the press with the excep-tion of the extremely reactionarySviet, and the Moscow Gazette. The;sure Gazette 'eclares the bulk ofIC Russian people share M. Witte's%iews which now, when the attentionof the world is' fixed on the peace conhrence. are olhistreical importance.The paper adds:
"Russia's chief plenipotentiary doesnot attempt to conceal from foreigncountries the internal situation inRussia. Strong men do not fear thetruth. Falsehoods are the instru-ments of the weak. M. Witte leavesurder good auspices, but he makes itclear that upon the moderation of theJapanese demands depends the fateof the negotiations."
The Novoe Vremya heartily endorses M. Witte's statement that Rushia does not covet peace at any priceand that both parties in Russia wouldunite to resist terms which mightthreaten the future of the country.
"M. Witte's extremely impartial and
rate remarks upon the internalconditions and the future shouldprove instructive abroad," the paperadds. "and should benefit those Rus-sians who bought the future destinies of the/country."
The Slovo rejoices at the fact afterthe weakness and vacillation whichhave marked the later stages of Russian history the peace negotiationshave fallen into strong hands, and
while the paper admits that Ms Witte
will have - no opportunity to retrievethe blunders of others, yet the Slovohcipes may be successful in his mis-sion.
The Sviet, whose voice is still for
war to the last ditch, sarcasticallylikens the departure to the pilgrim-
ages of the Russian princes who trav-
eled to the far -teppes to make obeis
artce to the Chione of the GoldenHorde. The Sviet concludes thatpeace is incompatible with the dignity
of the country, which is not yet de-feated.
The laps Are Advancing.
Russian Headquarters at the Front(location not given), July 20.—TheJapanese advance from Korea is tak-itg on a more energetic character,
and is beihg pushed toward Mousan,Nangan and Kasagawa.
The Japanese seem to have receiv
ed heavy reinforcements from FieldMarshal Oyama's main army in front
of Gen. Ifikevitch.
A landing of Japanese near Vladi-
vosok would not be surprising, andtheir cperations appear to be concen-trating in that direction.
The Japanese advance in the Island
of Sakhalin has reached Vladimorov
ska. The Japanese artillery includes:forty machine guns.
Swift Run.
• Last evening about 8 o'clock Chief
James Woods, of the fire department,
slipped up to box No. 55, at Jones'
cold storage, out beyond Mechanics-burg, and Owned in a trial alarm in
order to see how quick the station-
men at No. 1 could make the run.
In accordance with their usualpromptness the teddies were equal
to the ocasion, believing a fire ex-isted, and made the dash of twelveblosks in three and one-quarter min-
utes. This is an exceptionally swift
pace and the No. 2 !addles claim the
honors.
. . Under Arrest.
Havana, July 20. —Alfred Bucdt,
said to be the former cashier of the
Mlapieton (Minn.) State bank, was
recently arrested at the Isle of Pines
under the name of W J. McGregor
on the charge of defalcation and will
be brought to Havana for extradi-
tion to the United States.
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Set For Trial
SUIT OF BUD DALE VS. CITY
OF PADUCAH TO-BE HEARD
ON THE 31ST.
Much Business Transacted in Bank-
rupt Court Yesterday-Vv'orrying
Caused Suicide.
Justice R. J. Barber ha., set kT trial
on the 31st inst., the suit of Bud Dale
against the city of Paducah wherein
plaintiff claims the municipality is in-
debted to him in the sum of $82, the
value of bedding and furnishings he
contends were destroyed by the city
health authorities practically. Mrs.
Carson Nelson took sick at the New
Richmond hotel with smallpee and
was remelted to the quarantine sta
tion maintained by the city out be-
hind Oak Grove cemetery. Some bed
ding, furnishing. etc., were taken out
from the hotel for the use of herself
end family, and Mr. Dale claims the
health authorities promised be reim-
burse him for aoy damage or loss.
After use of the things for smallpox
patients, they became useless, as the
hotel man would not want to place
them back in his hostelry for -use by
patitios. He put in his bill to the
city bteit was rejected several times
rnA nnw he brings suit.
"Canaan's" Habitues.
rday Justice Jesse Young
Luna, Mollie Boland. Tom
ind Nfattie Carneal all $30
-ngaging in a general fight
J. it "Canaan," which is the
r. •' •nent itt the southeast end
-r • burg. James Wateen,
:I fined $50 and costs
Sunday up at that
ie Boland was ac-
irrant,
ipt Court.
r -. of the-bankrupt
- ye'-" • heard testimony in
veep( tiled to the claims of
..ard :He. and A. B. Williams
1 • m-ne... e &tate is due them
- • e t - '- pt kstate of the Pa-
i11 %Yorks. The court has
t yet pasaed on the exceptions to
il,ese claims.
A ten per cent. distribution was
made yesterday in the Brown &-IShel
ton bankrupt case, while another dis-
tribution will be made among the
creditors when the cigar stock is sold
Text month.
The trustees yesterday filed their
report with Referee Bagby :Stowing
the sale of the Hessig distillery to
Frank M. Barnard for $9,000. It will
be confirmed.
Lemon R. Weatherspoon, railroad-
er 64 Fulton, filed a petition in bank-
ruptcy yesterday giving $ee liabili-
ties and no assets.
Rtferee Bale)/ yesterday ordered
that the John J. •Bleich jewelry estab
lishment be sold August 1st!
Yesterday there was forwarded to
Judge Evan-. at Louisville, the refer-
ee's recommendation that Charles W.
Brown be granted a discharge in bank
ruptcy.
Worrying Caused Suicide.
Dispatches from Norfolk, Va., yes-
terday stated that John N. well,
aged 7o years, killed himself with a
revolver as the result of worry - over
his litigation regarding some property
in Livingston county he claims, while
others claim the title to same, it be-
ing valuable mineral property. Law
yet Eaton represented Dowell in the
case and a conference was to,' have
been held next Miondey to compro-
mise the controversy.
'Coming Here for Trial.
Burnish Highsmith, Elmer Purcell,
C. Purcell and Walter Adams have
been arrested near Wickliffe on the
charge ef robbing Rolla filarikenehip,
the free rtirhl postoffice deliveryman,
of $ao and stamps. They will be
brought "here fee trial before U. S.
Com mis Sioner Gardner.
JAILER PLOEGER
WAS DISMISSED
On Chae-ges of Assaulting Mayor
HelmbOlt, of Newport.
--
Cineinnati,.0.., July 20. -hiller Ploe
get and his two deputies and the cit-
izen arrested with them on -charges
of disrukrly conduct and atasiult in
connectios with •the • commitment of
Caleb Powers to the Newport, Ky.,
Jail, were yesterday dismissed from
crstod j, eht is:court:bolding that lite at
frmpt of Mayor Helmbold to de-ig-
nate where the federal prisoner
'should be incarcerated was illegal
-end that Plot-ger - and his assigtairts
were justifiett -in resisting thelierayer
end the policemen whom he called h.
hje assistance.
'Mayor Helmlield elle two police
men are new ender betel to the fed,-
ere' grand jury Inc interfering with
federal officers and a federal prisoner.
and e conteeipt charge in the same
conneation mu t be ansWened.
Geological crmditionft remarkably
like drew observed at the Kimberly
mines in South Africa have recently
been discovered in Kentucky. The
Piedmont Plateau, at the southeast-
ern base of the Appalachains, has
already prolsecd, in the region be-
tween Southern Virginia and Geol.-
eia, some 10 Or 12 diamon&.. which
have varied in *tight Irrim those of
two or three carets to the 'Dewey"
diamond which ty'hei found *wefghed
1-,Cf 03 tarRts„
High Office
CAPTURED BY FORMER PADU-
CAH MAN IN LEATUER-
WORKING B':'DY.
He Was Chosen Third Vice Presi
dent for the International
Organization.
Many friends of Mr. 0. 1. Kruger,
formerly of this city, will be pleased
to learn that lie has been chosen third
vice pPe ident for the International
Brotherhood of Leatherworkers. He
is well known here where many of
his relatives reside. In speaking of
his selection the Memphis paper
states as follows:
"A Memphis man has landed the
office of third vice president of the
International Brotherhood of Leather
WOrkeTS.
"This important place ha been be-
stowed upon 0. I. Kruger, of the lo
cal Leatherworkers' union by a refer-
endum vote of the membership of ths
international ceganization, after one
of the most interesting contests ever
held by that body.
"Itetook two elections to decide the
issue. In the first balloting there
were sixteen candidates to choose
from, and as the laws ei the interna-
tional body require a majority of the
votes ca-t to elect, and there being
no election on the first ballot, a sec.
ond was ordered held between the
two highest aspirants. The returns
on the second ballot have just been
made, and they show that Mr. Kru
ger has a majority of more than 60o.
"This office is a most important
one in the Leatherworkers' -organiza-
tion, and to be elected to it is regord
ed by the membership ae one c-,4 the
highest honors possible to bestow.
The vice presidents, together with
other national officers, 'form the exec
utive board, and to this board are re-
ferred many important questions for
decision between the sessions of the
ieternational union. As a rule, when
questions are submitted to this board.
unless they are of vital importance
to the membership, they are settled
by a vote :.hrough the mails. This is
an economical way of settling intern
al differences, and has resulted sati;-
factorily in every case. When a dis-
pute arises and is referred! to the ex-
ecutive board for a decision, both par
ties to the controversy submit their
contentions in writing. These con-
tentions are then copied and each
member el the board furnished a
copy. A vole is then taken and the
result published in the official orgail
of the Leatherworkers' union. Thus
it will be seen that the office to which
Mr. Kruger has just been elected is
ene of great responsibility.
"Mr. Kruger ie one of the Owe
mcst members of the Leatherworkers
union in this country, and one of the
hardest workers in the labor move-
ment. He represented he local union141‘
at the last session of th nternational
body and his record in the proceed
ings (4 the convention places him in
the front rank of his organization. In
lecal affairs he is regarded as one of
the brainy members of organized la-
bor. In every movement wherein the
welfare of union labor is concerned
his counsel and co-operation are
sought, and his labors in the interest
of organized labor in this city have
been productive of untold benefit to
the wage earners.
"Mi. Kruger is pAably one of the
most widely known and popular mem
bets s-,4 the labor movement in Mem-
phis, having for more than tee years
represented his union in the trades
d labor council, and this latest rec
f-lIC.•ognition of his services by his intes-nationel organization is a source of
gratification and pride to his hun-
dreds ref friends in other organiza-
lions'!"
EXCURSION BULLETIN.
iiiagana Falls-July 26th, and train
toe of July 27th, round trip $17.05,
good returning for 12 days Tickets
will ,only be accepted on morning
train No. 16 from Lewisville July
27eh via B. 61 0. S.-W. R. R. in con-
r.ection with. Erie R. R., leaving Cin-
cinnati same date
Niagara Falls-August 4th, and
train 'No. •104 of August sth, round
trip trees, good returning for 12
days. Tiekets will be accepted from
Louisville only on morning train No.
& 'S.-W. R. R. in connection
with C. PT. & D. R R. from Cincin-
nati, Pere Marquette and Wabash
railroads
Atlastit City-All trains of August
3rd. round trip $21.55 in connection
with & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
and good on all trains of that line,
leaving Lottitreille August 3rd, and
returning untileAugust 14th.
Atlantic City--All trains, of August
loth, mend trip $21.55 in connection
"With B. & 0. 5.-W. R. R. from Louis
eille and on all trains leaving that
place August loth, ;food returning for
is days.
Chataugna Lake, 'N. V.-July 28th,
round trip $19.60, good returning un-
til Avgust 29th.
Ir.noi further particulars apply,
G. C. WARFIELD, T. A., Depot.
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah. Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Uwfon depot
TWO OPEN LETTERS-
IMPORTANT TO MARRIED WOMEN
Mrs. Mary Dimmick of Waahington tells
How Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound Made Her Well.
It is with great pleasure we publish
the following letters, as they convinc-
ingly prove the claim we have so many
times made in our columns that Mrs.
A4PJ• Wary Din-if-nick
Pinkham, of Lynn, Maas., is fully quali-
fied to give helpful advice to sick women:
Read Mrs. Dimniick's letters.
Her first letter:
Dear Mrs Pinkham
"I have been a sufferer for the prgi el
-years with a trouble which first o
from painful menstruation-the pains were
excruciating, with inflammation and ulcera-
tion of the womb. The doctor mays I meet
have an operation or I cannot live. I do not
want to submit to an operation if I can
=QM it. Please help me."-Mrs.
ck, Washington, D. C.
Her second letter;
Dear Mrs. Pinkbam :-
"You will remember my oonditioa when I
kat wrote you, and that the doctor said I
must have an operation or I could net live.
I received your kind letter and followed your
advice very carefully and am now entirely
well. As my case was so serious It seams a
miracle that I am cured. I knew that I owe
not only my health but my life to Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and to your
advice. I can walk miles without an ache or
-a pain, and I wish every suffering woman
would read this letter and realize whet you
clan do for them."-Mrs. Mary Dimmick,S9th
arid East Capitol Street*, Washington, D. C.
How easy it was for Mrs. Dirnmick to
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Maes.,
and how little it cost her-a two-cent
stamp. Yet how valuable was the reply!
As Mrs. Dimmick says-it saved her life.
Mrs. Pinkham has on file thousands
af just such letters as the above, and
offers ailing women helpful &dries.
Indignant.
Mother i believe you've 1 af-
ter the j 1 in the pantry. I
worth
should rotect me from 
sinuatlons. 
.....- 311
suchlinl
Johnn I should think ...,, a
seven y r aeiinaintance wit e
___-----
C---
Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
BACON'S
DR.LJG STORES.:
7th dia „alacykssotesn Sptah.onpehone 23-35.
Bound To Sell.
We are going to sell you some sil-
ver plated spoons, knives and forint,
extra pieces in tableware, at prices
you will appreciate if you need any at
all.
Genuine Rogers knives and forks,
fie grade, $2.75; Rogers 1847 knives
and forks, $4.5o grade, $3.5o; genuine
Rogers teaspoons, $1 50 grade, 75c;
gravy ladle, cold meat fork, etc., $2.00
grade, $1.00 each.
Engraving done free on every piece
you buy.
These are hot weather prkes.
Goods must be seen to have you con-
vinced. They are a bargain. Call
early. Watches at bargain prices.
Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
Twenty years experience.
J. A. Ronetzka, Jeweler and Opfic.
pt Broadyaw-Yellaw Front.
Dr. Childress
EYE. EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
4. Columbia building.
Phase toet Red.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones 240 at residence Office hours
7 to 9 a. m.; t to 3 p. 7 to q p. in.
-When hi Want of-
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith,
ing 9,11 on
J. V. GRIEF. My
Kentucky ave. Tel. 956-red
WOOD
Dry Hickory Stove
Wood, $1.25 per wagon
load delivered prompt-
ly tor cash. Telephone
442, old phone.
E. E. Bell abo Sons.
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
109 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Commeecial and Cc-operative
Business a Specialty.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE too NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 296 Office ass
J. K. Hendrick. J. G. Miller
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms I, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Brosoway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Does YouriWatch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert: workman? If you do take
It to
3ohn 3. 13teich, leweler.
224 Broadway, - - Paducah, Hy.
-1.
Abram L. Weil & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liabllity, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, - - Residence Phone 726.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incor porated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
-e
4.
 
7. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law.
Room /3 and 14 Columbia BPdg.
Old Phone too.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones figs.-Rooms 303 and so4
Fraternity Building.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
RJOIXIII to, 11 and is. Colurabi
Building
Paducah. - . Kentucky
I C. Floors°, Cecil Read
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
-LAWYER-
Rooms all and sr& Fraternity aria
Will prese&-e ei el, ,-oorta of Ky.
sad
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone p.
Paducah, Kentucky.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. s, Columbia Building
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renostting and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture os
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
513 to atg South Third St.
Dr. L. D. Sanders,
Specialim on Dimas*. at
EVE, EAR. NOSE AND THROA/
Eyes Tested. - - Glasses Mad
Offise Hours: II a. m. to 4 p. m.
Trueheart Belding, Rear Office.
Paducah - - - Kentucky
DEAL'S bandOrchestra
Phone, 136--red.'
e. COOL:40N.
.1 PLUMBINGIUS
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 53 Broadway.
semelleellesemante
L. S. DuBois, Prest. H. C. Overbey, Vice-Pt-est. Wm. Hughes, Cashier.
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co.
At Close of Business, June 30, 1905.
RESOURCES
Loans and discounts 
Cash and exchange 
Furniture and Fixtures 
Bonds
LIABILITIES.
Capital 
Deposits 
Rediscounts  
Tax account 
Surplus 
Undivided preats
1!
$203.070 $4
33,113 75.
700 oo-
i,000 on-
4237.953 59
100,000 00
113,619 23
, . 
.. 12.500 ote
1,000 os
 
 11,000 oo
83436
6237.953 59
THE GLOBEBANK & TRUSTCO
Of Padue-gth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1/515,00c.);
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PREIL
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays *
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to Sto per year as to sige. You carry your owls
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a net.;
management for guests at the 
.1.0 RE
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. etc CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentuck7.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 38
--Residence (656
Do you care for your ,„,he ,A
dean mouth and good ti h sr nec-
essary to health. Paducah Dental
Parlors examine you teeth free.
H. B KEEBIalt
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDEk.
Repair work end fencing a speciakr.
rhone 1472.
•
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, Costly Hugs
REPORTS FROM THE -COUNTY
REGARDING A DOCTOR'S
ESCAPADE.
---
Husband Caught the Physician Hug-
ging His Wife and Made the
Medico Cough Up $460.
Parties coming in, from the county
bring reports of the scrape a doctor
got into at his home outsin the rural
districts, with the result that he had
to cough tip $400 to pacify the ruffled
feelings of tile husband of the woman
he hugged. The incident is tist talk
of the county because the people con
ne'eted with it are prominent and well
known.
Ft seems thi• physician's 'wife has
gone off ror a visit, but before depart
ing got a neighbor lady to consent
to come over and do what she possi-
bi could to assist the physician's
family. One day she was in the yard
walling the cow and, getting up, it is
s: id. she laid her hand upon the
shoulder of the medico who had ap
proached. At thii he could riot re-
sist the temptation, and himself
placed both arms around the woman
and gave her several good squeezes.
.1 he hugs and his penchant for cling-
ing on tenaciously lost the day for
him, as about that time there appear-
ed on the scene the' husband of the
woman who caught the doctor with
his arms encircled around his better
half.
The enraged husbansk demanded $1,
soo of the doctor, or there would be
ttouble, suits for alienation of wifely
affections and other dire and disas-
trous results. Finally the matter was
settled by the doctor paying over
$400 in cold cash, about $too per hug.
The parties bringing the ,report to
town did not know what was the
scene enacted when the doctor's wife
found what he had been doing during
his absence.
.1111.1.•
Terrific Explosion(
TO BE CREATED NEXT MON
DAY OFF PORTS-
MOUTH. N. H.
Henderson Point to Be Blown From
Existence by•Dynamite-Much
Work and Money Expended.
Portsmouth, N: H., July 20.-The
geography of New Hampshire will
be changed next Monday by the
grandest dynamite blast ever fired.
Miss Edith Fester, a pretty young
Portsmouth girl, will press a button,
and Henderson's point, a long jutting
tract of land, will be wiped off the
snap in an instant.
The (.::'7nite charge will be
times as large as the terrific bl t
that cleared Hell Gate, New York. In
the Hell Gate blast 25 tons of explo-
sives were used. In Portsmouth 200,-
000 pounds of dynamite will go up
in a single explo ion.
The dynamite charge will change
Portsmouth harbor from a shallow to
a deep water harbor. After the ex-
plosion the river will have a depth of
35 feet at low tide, a depth sufficient
fcr any vessel in existence. A.ti pres
era the Portsmouth navy yard is shut
off in a measure by llenderson's point
which juts into the channel and ex-
elides vessels of deep draught.
Henderson's point has been in the
way of navigasion so long that con-
gress decided two years ago to have
it removed, and $750,000 was appropri
ated for the work. The work present-
ed enormous difficulties, and the en:
gineers have been working on the
job for two years.
_To guard againsv danger the whole
point will be flooded. This will be
done by renrsoving the cofferdam. The
dynamite charges will then be cover
ed by so feet of water, which the en-
gineers say will act as a soft. cushion
and save the surrounding buildings
from ill effects.
Publicity the Best Policy.
(Chicago Chronicle.
One thing must have been dens n-
strated beyond dispute by the Equit-
able business, and that is that no in-
surance company which expect; to do
business in this country can afford to
manifest the slightest dispositioø to
concsal it: condition from its policy
holders.
The company which, nowadays has
anything to hide might as well put up
the shutters and go out of business.
Nobody believes that all life insur-
ance companies or any considerable
number of them are tarred with the,
SOITIC -tick as the Equitable, but it
would be idle to deny that suspicion
exists as to certain immediate con
temporaries of that organization.
Those suspicions will be strengthen-
ed rather than weakened by anything
that looks like an effort on the part
of the New York state administra-
tion to avert or delay an investigation
of their affairs.
There are so many companies of
unquestionable stability and honesty
in this country that the man who is
looking for life insurance would be a
fool to take chances with any of tbe
other kind. The only way to remove
suspicion and regain public confidence
is to show by a full and free discloo-
toe of facts that suspicion is unfrond
ed and confidence warranted.
The worst thing that can happen to
an insurance company in the existing
state of the public mind is to allow
the impression tooget abroad that it
fears the light.
What is more to the purrs-se, any
such dodging mist eventually prove
Wile. Sooner or later anything that
there may be to conceal will tome to
light and the longer the revelation
is delayed the more damaging it will
be.
ARNOLD HELD OVER.
The Grand Jury Will Investigate the
Housebreaking Charges.
Wil Amok!, colored, was held over
Or; the grand jury yesterdty morning
by Judge Sanders in the police court
on the charge of breaking into the
house of Wager Lloyd and stealing a
shotgun. He was then held over in
another case, that chargit* him with
breaking into the house of Charles
Zeiss and stealing a revolver and
clock.
George Woodward' wa: fined $to
and costs for a breach of the peace.
,Dennis Reed, colored, was held to
the grond jury on the charge of ob-
taining money by false pretenses. He
stole the bicycle of Walter Sullivan
and sold it to Henry Rundle by say-
ing it wav his own property.
David Gordon was fined $5 and the
rests for being drunk and disorderly.
Auzy Chandler was fined $to for a
bleach of the peace.
-Subscribe for the Register.
. A Perfectly Happy Man.
The late John Hay was fond of
telling a story of a king who once
upon a time fell into a state of deep
melancholy.' Court physicians could
do nothing for hi mand were in des-
pair, whet a certain very wise map
bethought himself of the well-
known cure in sleeping. in the shirt
of a perfectly happy man over night
So courtiers were dispatched every-
where in search of the shirt of a per-
fectly happy man. One by one they
returned from their fruitless search
throughout the vast kingdoni. At
last only one courtier remained out,
and he, too, began to despair of find-
ing the shirt of the perfectly happy
man. It wa just about twilight, and
he was attracted by the carelesF
laughter of a disreputalble beggar,
who was stretched full length upon
the sward.
"Are you a perfectly happy man?"
demanded the courtier , reigning in
his horse.
"You bet!" said the beggar.
"A thousand crowns for the loan
of your shirt!"
"But I ain't got none," replied
the beggar
DREDGING THE OHIO
IS PROBABLE.
Looks as if Work Will Be Accomp-
lished Next Month.
--
Louisville, Ky., July 20.-Latest ad-
vices from Cincinnati to the board of
trade here indicate that the Ohio riv
er will be dredged within the next
month.
Efforts of several river and business
organizations to get immediate work
on the fifteen bars between this city
rand Evansville was hindered at first
by the fact that the engineering de-
partment thought there were no
dredges available for Ohio river
work, but it seems now that this con-
sideration will be waived and that
dredges now stationed at Cincintot
ssill be employed to do the work.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
/so North Fifth. Both Phones 255.
Residence Ills Clay. Old Dhoti* 1607
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by eleztrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
street.
Great Floating Hotels.
The great fleet of ocean greyhounds
which carry America's army of tour-
ists abroad are simply enormous float
ing hotels. 'Many of these great ho-
tels of the sea are larger, more costly
and accommodate more guests that a
Fifth avenue hotel. A first-class ho
tel can be built for $1,004000, While
osean steamers of the first-class cost
from $2,5o.coo to $4,000,000. Many of
these great' hostelries of the sea, con
some more food in six days required
to cross the Atlantic than a Fifth
avenue hotel uses in six weeks. In a
single voyage the ocean hotel serves
from 35,000 to 40,000 meals.
Broke the Eleventh Commandment
(Philadelphia Press.)
"Why, of course it was wrong,"
the plain citizen declared; he accept
ed a bribe."
"Oh, I don't know," began the poi
ilicir; "there's nothing wrong about
"What, They caught him dead to
rights and he admits-"
"Oh, if he was caught. at it. of
course it was wrong."
The new. turbine steamer Virginian
has the distinction of having made
the transatlantic trip from land to
!la
nd in too hours, breaking the Can
adian record by nearly so hours,
Very La Rates
Announced. Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely bow rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway front
points on its lines for the followSng
special occasions:
Athens, Cea.-Summer school, June
37,-July 28, 1905.
Kr-posy:Ile, Tenn.-Summer school,
June 20-july 28, 19o5.
Monteagle, Tenn.-Montesole Bible
Training school, July 3-Aug. t5, 1905
M on te a.gle, Te n re-Wo man' a con-
gress, Aug. 7-15, 1935.
Nashville, Tenn.-Peabody co Me ge ,
tumnter schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
itretitute, June 14-Aug. 9. 1905.
Oxilord, Miss -Summer school,
University of MbasissipPi, June 4-
Aug. 9, 1905.
Richmond, Va.-Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1003.
T Les= loose, Ala.-Summer school
for teachers, June 16
-July 28, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed rnfortria-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting lines
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, r. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. At,
Loutsvile, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
d'ed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rote, 349 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
hi the city. Suits made to order.
Louis Clerk, the South Second
street grocer, is sole agent for Bat-
tle Creek sanitarium health foods of
nsany vertetien Most palatable and
digestible.
Paducah Undertaking
Company.
S. P. POOL, Manager
(PUY NANCE, Asst
aos South Thbd Sweet,
Residence
Both Phones xi° -Prices
Clark's Greek Confectionary and
Fruit Store has a fine Line of Fruits,
Awles, °nage. and Bananas. The
Cheapest place in Paducah. 3o4
E. H. PURY EAR,
ATTORNEY-Al-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
ss3 Drodway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone ago.
Specialties:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Lam.
"NEAR /TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Sprbigs
...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
too Room Hotel-High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL RINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
tao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to to a. m., a so 3
p. M. and 7 to 9 Q. M.
Office and Floor Fraternity Building.
A. S. DABNEY.
-I EK T IS T-
Truebez.rt 11••reistg.
1•1 .0•11/MNI.I.••
NOTieD
Highest price paid for second-hand
a.
`toNg2es Ar2cr.
FLuit?itiArte.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 Court st. Old Rhone -346
Clem Fransfoli.
Moving wagon in connection.
The S'ar Steam I.
ccrmn eiscled bi all
ao:qc done by them.
eta beet
For perfection and parity smoke
Elk Dream tde dor.
Go to Langstalto
-au want anythins
'ley can make it tot
on Sitiitig Laths at,
asndry .s oighly
she have then
.eatest, cleanest
.i Mt.\")
sold* of wood
ou. Get inooes
"r ate.
No Heat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done
 
no'* ,ii stay painted
4 we do the work.
Warren & Son, 114 North Sixth.
Phone 541-A.
Subscribe for the Register.
CUR
PITTSBURG
COAL
Is the cheapest on the
market. We also have
Pia* the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Get our pri-
ces before placing your
.... order.... (4)
Pittsburg Coal Co.
*
.44 . • 4 r, 54.
The Most Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City.
abb.: 411114
'411P41111Pfb.
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOGI COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICE3. WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLES, BRI-
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTIUNG IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, flURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO.
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSB NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
+fit
4414
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO
+V4041+44$......4+44i44+4144+-44344-
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
tADUCAM REAL ESTA . WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. LA
SS
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VIISTER
N
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE j0(JRNAL AND PRICE LIST
FRB TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR
CDG° Q W. WIITi IMPKNit-Ir... etadaah. tie
HEATING
Hot Water - Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
111.4-<1
ED. D. HANNAN.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has 81750e0
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms: also three sales.
lusts for rent.
TelOh•ne, old, 1466.
Subscribe For The Register,
Henry Mammen, jr., the reliebli
book manufactgrer, Blank Books
Job and E.lition binding. The only
exclusive book binder in Paducah
Library work a specialty.
toamboats
Excursions
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to ienessee river
and return.
It .is a trip of pkasure, condor,
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. Busts leave each
Wednesday and Sittarchiy at s p. in.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Saperintendbut; Frank L.
BMW'S, .• 'VOL
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3(36 Broadway-Phone 120,
Residence, 859 Broadway.
Phone to.
J. W. Orr is busy every day wait-
ing on his many customers. His
trade A constantly growing and he
is rightly deserving to it. Third
The Bazaar Store, 329 Broadway, is
making Special Sale prices on isadies'
Underwear. The ladies of Paducah
will do well to talte'advantage of it
At the head of the class, Elk.a°
Dream toe Cigar. ,
•
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Reckless Driving.
The accident at Sixth. and Jefferson
streets yesterday morning, in which
an elderly lady of the •city was run
down by a wagon and seriously in-
jured, probably maimed for life, is but
the logical outgrowth of the reckless
driving that h,as been tolerated in
this city for the past few years, and
unless the authorities take prompt
and vigorous steps to suppress the
practice it will not be surprising to
see some one killed outright at the
intersection of the stre.ets.
The irresponsible drivers of ice
wagons, beer wagons, delivery wag
ons and vehicles from the ,various
stables have become so reckless that
they seem to be of the opinion that a
pedestrian has no right to cross a
street at the intersections when they
are driving by. They do not seem to
know or care that pedestrians have
just as much right at street crossings
as vehicles, and that itois just as much
the duty of a driver to slow up for
persons to pass across a street as it
is for -a person to stop and allow the
vihicle to pass. It is the custom for
many of the drivers to give free rein
to their horses and if anyone is
crossing the street to whistle and
keep on, either compelling the pedes-
trian to jump out of tht, war or get
run ovei. r If a few of that class of
drivers ,sere shot off of their seats
the community would be better off,
and life and limb safer. Everyone in
''PAlucah knows that a majority of
the drivers in the city are reckless
and every day nartow escapes occur.
An ordinance should be passed
ligainet reckless driving and requiring
• Y
every vehicle to slow up at a crossing
whenever awyone is crossing the
Street at that poet, and .the penalty
for the violation of the ordinance
shnnld be a heavy fine and imprison
ment, to. Unless- this is done a
tragedy is likely to occur. The safe-
ty of public demands thal some
step; should be taken to protect the
people. As matters now stand the
worhen and children of the city are
the mercy of drivers of vettieks and
run a great risk of being killed or
crippled for life by reckless drivel'.
There is no need to wait until the ac
cidents occur and then seek' redress
through the civil courts, but steps
..should be taken to prevent such out-
rages on the public. Public safety
demands action on the part of the
city, and in view of the narrow es-
capes !nye eath day it would seem
A1TPOS1 criminal to defer actin in the
matter. The people own the streets
arid vehicles are granted the privilege
to tise them under certain restrictions,
tont *ince it now seems to be the be
lief of the average driver that they
own the streets the city should hast-
en to take the necessary steps in the
premises to protect the people, and a
stop put to the reckless driving that
is so common in Paducah.
If the plenipotentaries who are
coming to the Washington Russ-Jap-
anese peace cenference are talking to
the newspaper correspondents as the
latter report them the conference had
as well be called off. The envoys are
so wide apart in what they think
their respective countries will accept
that an agreement seems utterly out
of the question. But it may be that
the press correspondents have been
deing all the talking. 
•
Labor troubles have proven very
disastrous to Fall River, Mass. In
less thaii eine year the population of
the place has fallen from 114,000 to
95,000, whie many industries have
been bankrupted r driven from the
town to other plaqes. There are also
many idlers where formerly work
was to be had by all who would la-
bor.
The heat wave which was so seeere
ly felt over the country the past
week ha* in a manner let' up. Rains
and cool breezes have given the peo-
ple much relief. The evil effects of
the hot wave lingered, however, in
many sections and the death rate,
though nothing like as large as it
was, is still more than ordinary.
There will be something doing soon
between the armies in Manchuria.
According to Ruesian reports the
Japanese are advancing with more
energy than for some time and ap
pear to have received reinforcements.
Whether there is peace or an armis
tice or not the Japs won't be caught
napping.
Now watch the rascals in the agri-
cultural department scatter. The act-
ing head of the department has or-
ders from Secretary Wilson and
President Roosevelt to clean the de-
partment from one end to the, other.
It is to be hoped no "white wash"
will be used.
Secretary Bonepart is misnamed.
He weighs fully acio pounds. He is
truly all fat and a yard wide.
• A Jap's Letter to His Wife.
The following extracts from a let-
ter written by a Japanese soldier to
his wife will give a good idea of the
Spartan-like sentiments which ani-
mate the individual members of the
Japanese army:„
"My dearest: I especially ask you
to strictly observe the following rules:
''First—Nevrel accept presents in
money or kind from anyone; to do
so will be to bring shame upon your
ha:Oland.' •
"Second—Keep all my letters from
the front and do not hand them about
for anybody to see.
"Third—Think of our parting at
Shimbasai; regard it as a 'last fare-
well, as though you had accompanied
my body to the temple; and that
presently you will receive the news
of my having traveled cnter the plains
of battle and entered paradiQe.
"Fourth—Dossnot expect to see rue
back: think that I have gone to net
an honorable death.
"Fifth—When news comes of my
death repress your sorrow
"Sixth—After my death live on the
pension you will receive from the
government and carry on the wor-
ship of my ancestors.
"Seventh—Remember that you are
a soldier's wife and behave accord-
ingly.
"Eighth—Do not Tail to visit tb.
families of those who die in battle
and to condone with them.
"Ninth—Be respectful to your par-
ents and the aged; treat your infer-
iors kindly and keep your own spir-
it pure and noble.
"Tenth—Be careful never to dis-
grace the honorable name that I have
given you at the cost of my life."
The writer of the letter. Corporal
Yarrezaki Unosuka, was formerly a
workman in the employ of the Shu-
finnsha Lithographic press of Tokio.
He fought with distinction during
the war and in the engagement
which terminated in the occupation
of Maersham he was severely wound-
ed in the side of the head and lied
on the way to the bandaging tent.
--Exchange.
Hou.e Cleaninig
IN AGRI ULTURAL DEPART-
MENT, WASHINGTON HAS
BEEN ORDERED.
- -
The'Acting Head Is to Clear Out All
the "Dirt" From the Top to
Bottom Floor.
Washington, July 20.—Assciqtant
Secr'etary of Agriculture Willet N.
Hays has taken hold of the affairs of
the bureau of statistics, w‘th instruc-
tions from Secretary Wilson, approv-
ed by President Roosevelt, to cleanse
the bureau of the stigma left by the
cotton leak scandal. His authority
i= unlimited. He has been told that
he may have whetever clerical force
he needs, and if there is any employes
whose services he thinks should be
dispensed with they will be discharg
ed.
It is regarded as extremely likely
there will be a complete reorganiza-
tion of the force employed in the sta-
tistical department, as well as a
thorough revision of the ordere gov-
erning the monthly crop reports, the
latter having already been outlined
in a circular issued by Secretary 1A'il
son.
In that regard Secretary Wilson
said today that hereafter if there are
accusations against the integrity of
the bureau it muse be directed against
Assistant Secretary Hays, as he has
no intention of allowing any other
pee on access to information that
might be used in stock jobbing.
Hays probably will be in charge of
the bureau until after congress as-
sembles, as it is believed that a corn
petent man to take the place of Mr.
Hyde, who resigned yesterday as
chief statistican, cannot be had for
the salary paid by the government,
$3,500 a year. Congress will be
to increase the salary, and it is
the intention of Secretary Wilson to
place in charge of the office a man
whose ability has been established,
but one who has had no connection
with statistical bureaus attached to
stock brokerage offices.- Whoever is
appointed will first be approved by
the pre ident.
A rumor has been circulated that
when congress assembles a move-
ment will be started to have the crop
gathering bureau transferred to the
department of commerce and tabor,
in order to insure a more complete
reorganization. Senator Dolliver, of
Iowa, a warm personal friend of Sec-
retary Wilson, is slated for the chair
tranship of the senate committee on
agriculture. He has made a study
of the methods ol crop reporting, and
it is known that he is opposed unal-
terably to any change of the chime-.
ter suggested. "cl
The California Plant-Breeder.
(Country Calendaf.)
For thirty-five years Mr. Burbank
hae been at work creating new forms
of plant life and improving old owe.
In that time he has created, ivy haw,:
ing the selections, more than 2,500
diatinc% species of plants.
Some of the "creations" are:
, The primus berry, a fruit unknown
before made, by the union of a
blackberry and raspberry. which
union scientific men said was im-
possible.
The white blackberry. very beauti-
fu3 with a delicate flavor.
Said the Right Thing. .
(Philadelphia Ledger.)
Mother—W'hy did you let him
kiss yeti?
Edith—Well, he was so nice about
it He asked—
'Mother—The idea! Haven't I told
you ran must lesrn to say "No?"
-Edith—That's what I did say. Mc
narked me if I'd be very angry if he
kissed me.
President Roosevelt's boys and
some friends are camping on the
shores of Long Island near Saga-
more Hill, lie has spent a night or
two with them.
The Japanese are still raising more
of the battleships gunk by Russians
off Port Arthur.
The pile-nominal lberry, a vim-
•tar creation, a cross between rasp-
berry and a 'California dewberry.
having the color of a raspberry and
the chap'e of a blackberry, but larger
than either, far mor e productive,
and with a flavor surpassing both.
The plemcot (result of the union of
tthe apricot and the plum), of rare
flavor and tichnsgs, again disproving
the dicta-in of the scientists.
A plum with no pit and one with
the flavor. of the Bartlett pear.
A walunt first so thin of shell that
the birds could peck through it,
afterward breed rack-ward along the
path it had come until a shell of the
required thickness woe secured. _.
lie has produced a new thornless
cactils, a combination of many other
varieties, which bears a fruit, too,
for man and beast, and which will
redeem the desert places of the
h h II 
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NEW HARD ARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment:: and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the:finest:in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttleri, Tinware, '.Voodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by4the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in Strge quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in.position t9 give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
earth; e as one a these, and I
many other marvelous things which
may not he mentioned 'here for lack
of space.
The Paducah
onderful Bar ams
• ARE to be found at GE0.41ROCK'S, the oldest
and one of the most reliable shoe merchants
in Paducah. Everything in my large and well
selected stock is being sold' at actual cost for
cash until August 1st.
Call early and get the best selections.
11=Iniatiii7=-411136L3=121112r—t•0.1=111K1011111711111111 
321 Broadway,
GEO. ROCK.
Paducah, Ky.
Incorporating
1
Articles
FILED FOR THE RUBBER GRIP
HANDLE COMPANY YES-
TERDAY.
C. B. Barlow Leased Ground to M
genthaler-Horton Basket
Factory for $1,5oo Year. ,
In the county clerk's office yester-
day there was filed articles of incor-
poration for "The Rubber Grip t
Handle Company" that capitalizes at
$2o,000 with stock valued at Sloe per I
share, and suheribed for as foirows:.
J. W. Fowler t share, C. L. Brake 181
shares, A. R. Givens ta 0-2 shares,
Sam B Hughes to shares, Samuel
I Gieens 9 1-2 Awes, Samuel Foreman
16 shares, Al Foretraan 6 shares, Hal
W. Walters 6 shares, L. Dallam 7
;shares, Cook Husbands to 'hares,
Peter R. Givens 6 shares. This con-
cern is only the newly organized .pne
, that buys over the business of the
iRfake-Given 'Pool Handle complatf),
'President Atha, of the Atha Tool
'Works. of Newark, N. J., arrived here
last evening to negotiate for the en-
,e output of the handle company of
thje city.
.•.•Im•••
Deeds Recorded.
'Elvira Merigo:d has sold to Rubye
Cowan Johnson for $t and other con-
siderations, property near Seven-
teenth and Monroe streets, and the
deed was lodged for record yesterday
Stamp & Stencil Co•i 'with the county clerk.
e
Ribber Stam9..uMade at Home
Can InniegpprMhted more
those made elsewhere.
are prepared to furnish
, kinds of Rubber
ehrna rect ice
RUBBER STAMPS,
PAID STAMPS,
LINEN MARKERS,
BRASS STENCILS,
DATER,
INK PADS.
Ir. fact, anything in
accessories
Last Words.
Arrangements are being made
the SoutIrern Bitutithic
company will sub-let its contract to
Contractors 'Robertson and Gardner
for laying the storm water sewerage
underneath Kentucky Avenue from
First to Ninth, Jefferson from Second
to Ninth, and Shah, Seventh' and
Ninth from Jefferson to Kentucky
Avenue.
When the reconstructed work for
these thoroughfares was let several
weeks ago the Southern company,
of Nashville, got thhe Ntreet work,
which included the storm sewers
underneath brick and bitulithic
streets. Thomas Bridges and sons
got thhe contract for the concrete
sidewalks along these blocks.
The bitulithic company now in
preparing to have Robertson and
Gardner d‘) the storm water sewer
they having laid the sewers un-
derneat the hitulithic Witted on
Broadway from Fifth to Ninth
streets. in that instance Robertson
and Gardner had the sewer contract
tdaemeedIves, and the Nashville peo-
ple the bitulithic, but now the -latter
hare everything.
The storm water sewerage along
the avenue and Jefferson etreet will
be Mid before the paving brick and
bitalithic go down
'Mrs. Richmond P. Hobson is seri-
ously ill at Des Moines, Ia.
•
wov'nor, by telling me the day o' the
'Just obtige 
me, TAKE
week?" "Monday," answered the
surprised governor. "Monday?" ex-
claimed the prison*, in disgusted
tones; "well, this 'ere'li a fine way of
beginning a week, ain't it?" And he
marched on, with distsatisfaction ing, Loss of Appetite,
printed on every line of his face.
Rubber Skimp On another occasion an officious
delivered in an hoatr's hangmen whispered as he placed th
• 
e
white cap on his victim's head: 'NI
there's anything you'd like to 4sk me,
Ill be pleased to answer." Thee, vie.-
tlin craned -his neck tforward and said,
it; equally low, hut very much more
Anxious voice: ."Yoe might tell me.
k—is this scafftild safe?"
Sublet Contract
ROBERTSON AND GARDNER
WILL LAY STORM WATER
SEWERS.
Contracts With Them Are Now Be-
ing Drawn Up By the Southern
Bitulithic Company.
Bubblers! Bubblers!
Bubblers!
notice.
11-tti 
hriirenanselt7tHaonredydemnt
In the New Medical Jour-
we nal appears : 'On walking
all to. the scarf d procession,:
hStamps es.ra crinsirsal once t gov
ernor of o
PADUCAH STAMP
& SJENCIL COMPANY
4103,A BROADWAY.
Old Phone 36.
Children get a Bubbler, dip in water,
and you can blow bubbles as big
as your bead.
Pequires no soap-suds, and therefore
NO MUSS.
One with every 2 St purchase at
'Lemon Chill Tonic
For that Tired Feet-
Nervous Depres sion
and Spring Fever.
Guaranteed to cure
Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Dru., Stores
Price 60c per .3ottle.
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. alo. ,
Cu. 4th and broadens'',
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
The Louisville
Eveningeost
An Independent Newspaper at dall
Rate of Only
25t PER MONTH BY
A department for everybody.
FAIREST EDITORIALS,
BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,
BEST MISCELLANY,
BEST SHORT STORIES,
BEST BOO* REVIEWS,
BEST CHILDREN'S PAPER.
BEST HOME NEWS,
BEST CONDENSED NEWS
BEST MARKET REVIEWS,
BEST OP EVERYTHING.
PRICE BY MAIL:
ONE YEAR Sloe
SIX MONTHS 
THREE MONTHS 
ONE MONTS 
 sot
Sample copy if yOu
Address Circulation Dept.:
THE EVENING POST,
Louisville, Ky.
 
 
—4
WANTED—Gentleman or lady of
good sending to travel with a rig
or by rail. Salary it.o7r per year
and expenses; paid vieckly, and ex-
penses advanred . A ddrera, with
stamp, Jos. A. Alexander, Paducah,
Ky.
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PADUCAH MAY GET -
IN THE SOUTHER.N LEAGUE
MANAGEMENT IS DICKERLNG FOR SHREVEPORT'S FRAN-
CHISE AND MAY GET IT AS PADUCAH IS A MUCH LARG-
ER CITY—INDIANS AGAIN DEFEATED CAIRO, LETTING
THE VISITORS DOWN WITHOUT A RUN—THERE WAS
RAIN AT VINCENNES—PRESIDENT :BROWN 'HAS RE-
TURNED.
How They Stand.
W. L. Pct.
PADUCAH 55 23 .705
Vincennes 45 32 .584
Princeton  
 
 
 •37 41 474
Calf. 34 44 •436
Yesterday's Results. -
Paducah. 3; Cairo, o.
Vincennes Princeton, no game,' rain.
Today's Schedule.
Cairo at Paducah
Princeton at Vincennes.
Tadpoles Mtn Out.
In a good,.fast, clean game of ball
at League park restertjay afternoon
the Indians defeatesk **Tadpoles by
the score of 3 too; making the fifth
straight victory from the Tadpoles.
Weldon South, mit or Paducah's
best pitcher., was in the box. The
hits show a gnu performance for
this youth, who ia rapidly developing
irto a 'phenorrr
Lane, who tWirltd Nor' Cairo, also
pitched a good game but was beaten
by a bunching's! +Masi
In the second inning Paducah got
two runs. Taylor singled and stole
second base. Perry struck out. Tay-
lor stole third bap, scored on Har-
stcy'.. wild throw to third. Potts went
aaut from Collin& to Roland. Brahie
walkell. Land irippied rn right cen-
ter and Arabic scored
The finii sun of the game came in
thc eighth inning. - Aker South and
&Wigan died McClain tingled. Bo
bannelf scored him with a tripple to
center.
The official summary la as
Cairo 
 
 ab r bh
Fleming, c 4 0 0 0 0
Moore, ab. .  4. 0 1 2 2 0
Collins, 3b.  4 0 1 0 3 0
Roland, lb. 2 0 1 14 0 0
Hughes, HI 2 0 1 2 0 0
Blechman, as  300 L 4 o
Hartrey. c. 30041 t
Wood, If. 300000
J101 Lane, p. ....  3 0 0 0 1 0
• r
follows:
po a e
2
Totals .. 0 3 24 tt 1
•
Paducah ab r bh pe a e
Gilligan, I b 
 13 4 0 6 t o
McClain, 
—4 1 2 4 0
Pc hanan b 
.1 0 a 1 3 0
Taylor, cf. 
 4 1 1 3 0 0
Perry, as. ..... 0 1 2 1 1
Potta,ab. 3 0 0 3 i o
Brahie. rf . . 2 t 0 1 0 0
Land. c 302.70 0
W. Mike Oliver Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton. Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thos B. NicGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
bicGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES. Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah. Ky.,
Room tot Fraternity Building.
Now Phone tie. Old Phone ao3.
Dr. Hoyer
nay, South Fourth St.
Office hours 9-11 a. m.
Office hours 1-3 p. m.
Office ipt:c" 11. 711 P. to-
New no. 8, Oft nose $0. 77,
Dr. J. ir..--.116111EftT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone ta6. ago% Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY,
Dry Hoe Air Sethi given when in-
dicated.
South, p. 0 0 0 2 0
Totals. ..... ....29 3 6 27 8 tt
Innings 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 r h .e
Cairo 000000000 0 3 1
Paducah 0200000 1 x 3 6
Earned runs, Paducah 1; three base
hits, Bohanan, Land; two base hiss,
McClain; stolen bases, Taylor, 2;
double plays, South to Potts to Gilli-
gan; left on bases, Cairo, 3; Paducah,
a. hit by pitched ball, Brahic; sacri-
fice hit, Hughes; struck out, Lane, 4;
South, bases ori balls, Lane, I;
South, I; time of game, i ,hour and
30 minutes; umpire, Kubitiss
No Game at Vincennes.
Vincennes, Ind., July 20 —There
was no game here today between+
Princeton and Vincennes on account
of rain.
Hopkinsville Gives Up.
According to the latest report from
Hopkinsville the management has de
cided to abide by Tuesday night's
meeting and get out of the league
provided its $200 forfeit is returned.
On good authority it is learned, that
the money will he paid back, so fur-
ther trouble is avoided. Hopkins
ville has threatened to injsin the
league frr,in dropping it.
Signed Perdue.
Manager Harry Lloyd has about
closed negotiations for "Hub" Perdue
one of the best pitchers of the liv-
kinsville team. Other clubs in 'Ike.
league are after him but Perdue likes
Paducah and will likely be secured
Cairo's Bluff.
Cain, want. all the best of the
league's late trouble Manager Lloyd'
was &site/rin ks With Ittinan, one of
Hopkinsville's pitchers and a first
class all-around player. Cairo got
on to the fact and wired Lloyd that
unless he cut 10111111.ffirthetttions for
Boman Cairo would get out f the
Itague. But Paducah don't want Bo-
mar anyhow as he wanted too much
salary. In Perdue Paducah gets as
good if not a better pitcher than Bo-
mar. If Cairo should get both the
Henderson and Hopkinsville teams it
coultd not beat Paducah out of the
rag.
President Brown Back.
President Charks Brown returned
to the city yesterday.
He stated he was away on a vaca-
tion, but seeing in the papers an ac
count of the league trouble he imme-
diately came home. President .Brown
said he was on a fishing trip and Sec-
retary Greaney could have reached
him within three hours. He refused
te discuss the action of Tuesday
night. and said he would be at the
meeting in Vincennes next Monday.
AFTER NEW BERTH.
Paducah Trying to Get Into the
Southern League.
ern league. When Lew Whistler and
his Memphis team were here this sea-
son Whistler said Paducah ought to
be nape Southern.
Wi(h the right kind of work and
influence Paducah should have no
trouble in securing Shreveport's fran
chise.
There is no disputidg the fact that
Paducah is one of the best baseball
cities in the country for its sire, and
the fans would support a team in the
Southern league. A team that -would
be in the race would not cost much
more than the one aducah now has.
T41 fact the presenS ocal club would
give some of the Southern league
teams a run for the pennant.
Let's get in the Southern league.
Paducah may soon be in faster corn
pany. Manager Lloyd is now work
ing to get Shreveport's franchise in
the Southern league. He could not
ssy what would be the result but feels
sanguine.
Shreveport is not drawing this sea
son and the league officials are dis
satisfied with that city.
The MD Ceell401 gives Shreveport.
La., t6,o31, and Paducah 19.446. In
fact Paducah now has about 27,000
population and is grsgraphically sit
uated for the Southern league cir
cult.
When Newt. Fisher and his Nash-
ville team were here last season, and
by the way got deferted, he express-
ed surprise at the size of Paducah
and thought well of it for the South-
Officers Installed
•
AT MEETING OF MANGUM
LODGE OF ODD FELLOWS
LAST NIGHT.
Women's Committee and Directors
of Y. M. C. A. Hold Joint Meet-
ing Tonight—Other Bodies.
At last night's meeting of Man-
gum )edge, I. 0. 0. F., the newly
elected and appointive offioers were
installed into their respectiie posi
tions, the services being conducted
by 0. T. Anderson, district deputy
grand master for this section.' The
new officials are: S. J .Price, noble
grand; Gus G. Singleton, vice grand;
Hugh Miller, warden; Thomas C.
McCoy, conductoir; James Hero, in-
side guard; M. S. Price, outside
guard; A. M. Feast, right support to
noble grand; James Householder, left
support to noble grand; Samuel Co-
hen, right support to vice grand; Roy
C. Judd, left supptirt to vice grand;
J. C. Jones. R. S. S.; Edgar Pryor,
L. S. S.: William Morgan, chaplain;
Gus G Singleton. Edward Alexander
snd Charles G. Kelley were selected
as the finance committee.
Mite Society.
The Ladies' Mite society of the
Fiiist Baptist church will meet this
afternoon at 4 o'clock at the resi
dence of Mrs. oburn, 414 Washing-
ton street.
Y. M. CA. Board Meets.
This evening at the association
building on Sixth and Broadway, the
directors and women's committee of
the Y. M. C. A. will hold a joint ses-
sion for the purpose of agreeing up-
on certain wr,rk to be condtitted by
the organization during the coming
months.
Board of Works.
This afternoon the board of works
will hold the meeting they postponed
from Vs'ednesdav on accomat of the
absence of members.
More Adornment of the Home.
(Cleveland Vain Dealer.)
It has long and justly been a re-
proach, to Americans that they are
so devoted to the material and prac-
tica: that, ideas .have been neglected.
It is beyond dispute that as respects
artistic adornment the average
American home or town is inferior
to the foreign 'home or town. This
has been notoriously the case in the
country, where the American pio-
neer chopped or burned every, tree
in sight of his homestead, then had
to set nut shade trees for the benefit
of his grandchildren. It is only
lately that American cities arid pri--
vate citizens have emtbarked upon in-
telligent and comprehensive enter-
prises of city and home adornment.
Enisrope is old and staid, America
young and restless, with a large mi-
gratory population which never stops
long enough in one place to have a
home. In this respect things are
changing, and what i• to be made
a home only for a few years can in a
short time, under the favorable cir-
cumstances of living here, he
made as attractive artisitically as
ninny European homes, which have
been such for generations. This
country owea its population of re-
cent European origin a large share
of the credit for "the newly awak-
ened interest in natural beauty effect
The Peters Lee leaves Memphis to-
day and gets here Sunday morning
bound hack to Cincinnati.
•••••
Fire Truck
CHIEF WOOD RECEIVED TEL-
EGRAM THAT IT WAS
SHIPPED.
Big Blaze Notked Over in Illinois
Last Night—Fire Destroyed
M.11 at Bardwell.
Chic,, James Wood, of the tire de
partnisnt, yestsrday receiioscl a IC:-
gram from the Ann ricaa- Lc Franz
Fire company ci Chicago, stating
that the pew truck for the fire de
partment here had been shipped from
the Windy City and, would reach here
next Tuesaay. The truck is the one
ordered four months ago for the
Tenth and Jones street station house,
and should have been here last
month, hut delays arising prevented
this. When it gets here the old
truck now at that station house will
be discarded and probably sent to
the scrap pile.
Fire Opposite Here.
Last evening aboht 9 o'clock the
flames evidencing a big fire could be
seen shooting heavenward over on
the other side of the river in Illinois.
It seemed the fire was directly to the
rear of the towhead that lies between
here and Brookport. It could not be
learned what occasioned the blaze as
the telegraph office there had been
closed.
Bardwell Fire.
Yesterday a message was received
from Bardwell, Ky., stating as fol-
lows regarding a fire there:
Fire broke out yesterday in the
planing mill and stock room of the
Carlisle Manufacturing company, and
the entire plant was destroyed. The
lcss to the companyt is, $6.000 or $7,--
000, with no insurance. The hardware
store of.D. R. Cotner & Son, across
the street, was damaged several bun
dred dollars by srnol2e and water, as
was also the drug store of Dr. J. H.
Elsey. The two last named stores
were protected with- insurance. s
No Arrests Made
THE POLICE FOUND IT VERY
QUIET YESTERDAY AND
LAST NIGHT.
Burglars Entered Whitehead's Res-
taurant and Smashed the Cash
Register—Gordon Released.
The police found things unusually
quie yesterady and last night, as up
until press time this morning not an
arresk had been made and everybody
seemed to be on their good havior.
It is a rare case for twentrfour hours
to g+ by without someone going
wrong 
-and getting "uinched.-
Establishment Entered.
Yeitersissy siotning when the at
tendants of the Whitehead restaurant
opened the establishment on Broad
way between Second and Third, they
found someone had entered the place
the night before and broken open the
cash register. Finding nothing in-
side the thief smashed the register to
pieces. Mr. Whitehead is at Hot
Springs, Ark, and his wife took all
the money out of the register before
elosink Wednesday night. The burg
lar crawled through a back window.l it is believed.Get Out of Town.
David Gordon, who was fined yes-
terday morning in the pVice court.
was released from jail in the after-
north on promising to leave town. He
got $5 for trying to take possession
of Ida Eastwood's reseal on West
Court street. He is a professional
baseball player.
6110EN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to tog South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and Custom-
er.
BASEBALL
TODAY
PADUCAH VS CAIRO
Admission—General, 25c; Grand Stand. 35c; Box seats, 6oc
Seats On Sale at Smith & Nerers.
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
-mum, +mar Iminuarra.m.
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER.
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
11:30 UNTIL 2 P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e. i2:2. to 2.
River Ripplings.
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 29.0; falling.
Chattanooga, 575; falling.
Cincinnati, 16.9; falling.
Evansville, 18.8; falling.
Florence, 8.2; falling.
Johnsonville. too; falling.
7.1; falling. t
Mt. Carmel, 4.5; falling.
Nashville, 9.4; falling.
Pittsburg, 6.3; rising.
Davis Island Dam, 5.1; rising.
St. Louis, 20.4; falling.
Mt. Vernon, missing.
Paducah, 16.o; falling.
•
•
The steamer Kentucky came out
of the Tennessee river this morning
and lays here until 5 o'clock tomor
row afternoon before getting away
on her return to 4hat stream.
The Joe Fowler came in today
from Evansville and leaves immediate
ly on her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins left for Ev-
ansville yesterday and comes back
again tomorrow.
, This morning at 8 o'clock there
leaves for Cairo the steamer Dick
Fowler. She comes back about ti
o'clock tonight.
The Reuben Dunbar will leave
Nashville tomorrow for Paducah and
get here Sunday.
This morning early the City of Sal-
tillo will pass here en route to tl)e
Tennessee river from St. Louis.
The City of Savannah passed out
yesterday from the Tennesve. Owe!,
bound for St. Louis.
The towboat American pasaed out
of the' Tennessee river yesterday
with a tow of ties she carried on be- L.
low. She is one of the steamers ply- rh and Broadway.
inis On vile extreme upper Tennessee. Prescriptions called
The Inverness got away yesterday ered free
for the Tennessee river after a tie4 city.sew.
The towboat Margaret went to the
bank yesterday to lay up on account
of nearly all of her ties for the pres,-
eirt having been gathered up from the
banks of the rivers and brought out.
Mr. Saunders Fowler will return
today from Frankfort, where he went
on his trip looking around for a light
draught boat to take the place of the
Diclo Fowler in the Paducah % and
Cairo trade when low water comes.
He tried to get the Warren but
failed to make the Seal with Captain
Messie, the owner.
Read the Memphis Commercial-
Appeal for K. I. T. and all Southern
league baseball news. Per week isc
Wilhelm & Ferriman sole agents, 53
R. old phone.
The Star Steam Lstindry is highly
sononsaadesi by sit sho have their
orer-k done by teem. neatest. cleanest
and haat
W.M.Chesterfield
will promptly deliver, dry, seasoned
green or mixed.
WOOD
as, desired, big loads. Prices Sz.o.
$1.25, or $2 oo per load.
Order at Frank Block's Grocet
Telephone 693, old phone.
X
1.
Che
prescription
Store
The more serious the illness,
the more important it is That
-you bring tbe prescription bere.
In our prescription work
use drugs of but one quality
and that quality is the finest on
the market.
We are extremely careful' to
accurately follow the directions
of the physician in every case.
J. It, Oehlschlaeger •
Druggist
Sixth and Broadway
TELEPHONE 63
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
Tel. 756.
for and deliv.
of charge anyw here in the
11-47"19_ 1111EINER01111•1•1111111111riraPIIIIICWII
C. B. Hatfie'd
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
I
"
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE'
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
.BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, 199; RESIDENCE, 316.
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY.
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215. -
The City of Memphis left St. Louis
yesterday afternoon for the Tennes-
see river and gets here tomcrtow
morning.
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most
'Family Lump, well screened 11c bu.
Large Nut 
 
 10c bu
COAL
heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers
Large Egg llc `bu.
Nut 10c bu.
Place your order for coal with us (
United States Gas, ca Coke Company
_Both phones 254. Office Fc..Qt -3f Ohio Street
411Yis;oos
Amr".
Wow'
a
e••
bow.,
4
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FIND QF ANCTEIITT METEOR.
hiahorers aritIcIlllamsburg, ram
earth billuat Appears to So
Old Illeavenler Visitor.
What seemed to be fragments OS.
magnetnoinon meteor, ektich may have
descended to the earth conturiee ago,
was discovered the other day by some
laborarq,,wko are excavating u cellar
an Lialiateitocker events, at Coarsens
Street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The dis-
eovery was aside at a depth of 40 feet,
Ii being necessary to remove a hill la
I..% high badere the sidewalk level was
reached.
Upon reaehing a ten-foot depth is
the cellar .xcavatloia the men cants
upon the hard substmkoe, and at first
believed it nothing but end rock. Its
extraordinary weight, h wormer, made 4
them examine it more *lately. and
when they cut into a lerrge niece of
the matter they founddhainterior was
a solid moss of iron ore beneath a
audface several inches deep of liar&
ened yellow clay.
The search was extended furthre,
end the mon came upon ra. perfectly
formed ape'a head and shut a rases
head. All the niather wee torned ever
to Prank N. Schell, the eontrectm,
who will transfer the relies to sosse
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. Wee%
"that when this meteor fell, perhaps
centuries ago, it struck the earth }fire
a shower ol hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient Is evident
from the hard ye/low slay %Adel sure.
mount* each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
life-Saving Device' of Spotted lawn.
to Bo Palweed on Some of th•
Warships.
The navy department is priorities
some of this warships with a new life
raft, says a Washington special to
the New Y•rk World. It consists of
an elliptical copper tube somewhat
flattened, with wk.-tight tempera
menta, steeegehened by fin. The
tube is incased iu cork, wouzid writ
-canvas and made abseluteiy water-
tight. Attached to this float is •
rope nettles three feet deep, from
which la suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The nettitg is i.aspenc:ed
on the inner side of thee float arms
rings which tsavel on bushings,
that the bettom rests a he propel
position, no matter which aide if the
lost falls upon the wisher whoa it
I. throws overbear!. It does not re
quire to be righted, sat/treted or
tarsal about; ft is ready far service
lho moment it strikes the water
Ohre are etteehed to the sides of the
Goat to peevel when it ti occupied.
!sough parsons sannot get on this
waft to sink it. and, waffles the life-
teak it cannot elapsing er founder,
ser, like a rsfa, go to Soma against
'be sides of a skip.
The war department Se wriaidering
the edvisabillty of equipping army
transports' with the same sort of
float.
NAUTICAL SCN( IL AT MANILA.
Maw& Oakdale to Do Iliverytblap ram
a cif* to I 
of the Institutisa.
Naval officials at Manila !Arend to de
everything possible for the. luceess of
the naudeal school at that place. This
Institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been is
charge of Lieut. Richard. H. Tovraley,
United States navy, who was recently
detached frcm that duty and ordered
home for complicity in certain Irreg.
ular business relatiens wioi army sub.
aistenee officers at eianila. Another,
officer has been placed in charge of the
institution.
The school offers • free education to
residents of the Philippine islands in
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform the .duties of
masters and officers of rneschant yew
eels. But, while the education Ischia'.
ly of a technical and a profetesional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal Instruction in the general
branches of mathematics, geography.
grammar, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
sehool with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical instruo
%ion in navigation, seamanship, and
the general require.nents of the pr o-
• fession for which the students are to
be prepared.
lAtreles• Telegraphy for warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will pint
rut in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Washing
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer-
loan men of war with a system of wire.
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
propriation is obtained he will recorse
mend •ne system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
son Clover, naval attache in London.
Is deeply occupied with his currant
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be sent tri Eng
loud to represent the navy4in the
trials of the two new sys Ail' de-
+eloped by Lloyd's agency. ,
etteetetalty es New Tart Camtelit.
Electricity for the New York Cen-
tral railroad, at least 'o equip its
thee from the eity's lanits to the
Grand Central station, is more theta
• posathlity of the near future. It le
'said th an electric engine, in many
if its de ils minket anything now is
eerrice, ha been perfected, and that
it will soon are a trial If Its Rue
oem ls as t as Is promised, steam
power may s frem the /rand
Wel ate i Ion be re January 1. 1M'
Cal.. 
---
V ue of Milan
Minnesota far
wooed more th
&liras Qat
---- -
sofa roes" 1.*4
leads have ,e
)er mire • am
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HELPS PDX PfirMITEP:EPIIRS.
ttosaa of Infearmatioa.reassimano to
olO.ranew DepartMewt—liona•
Exeelleat Dicke's.
AIVIDUAODI is DOW bring used ex.
.ensiiely as a mater al for toilet anti-
.4es. It has advantage, over silver
si being light in weight and acres
tarnishiog, while it costs leer and cat
oe treated in an equally artistic man
ser, says Boston Budget..
Witn a can of deviled Irani one eau
work wonders sometimes if one has
t reliable cue to begin operations.
For instance, have a small cam of it
Ind mix it through two gille of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, toe, •
rill of consmoroc in which is une
solved half as ounce or even lem
eclatings Put thei into raper case.
Jr integ little china rookie and set
an ice or as long a time as neces
eery, or longer, and mimetic' whey
terving.
Ohl potatoes should always be
;laced overothe stove in coid water
end new puts:hoes sn tmillog water
Let the old potatoes stand In kit wo
ter for on hoer or two after peeling
and before cooking.
lepicureen butter is strved with
frilled meats, etc. To make It, put
two tablespoonfuls of flesh butte/
el a sioall bowl, and werk into it
thoroughly with the !meet of a all
rer knife a mixture of Nip-tine,
miged ii •rb powder, minced parsley
'enion neee and mushceout pewder
Ahen tide Is accomplished, set it oc
the ice. anif as soon as solid stamp it
iILO uoluty puts. Dot theee about
eke meat in sereng.
A delicious sandwich is made be
spreading thin ovals o: bread with
tqual parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
:hopped olives sod a little mayors.
mdse.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peels
an apple. being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
tiling end fold the Veep about it.
Too much baking powder is oftes
need in datieliniits and fried drop
sakes, causing the dough to buret out
n very irregular Pubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doaghnuts heavy and unsimpely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow,
ler makes the dough rise slowly, as
the gait is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, it pou would
have the best results, either put the
biscuit into an ceia of moderate
rather than inteto:e beat, that they
may have time to rise before a brows
west is formed. or NA them stand
lea minutes to rise, nod then put
them irto a hot oven.
Creamed relater or creamed sweet*
treads may take the place of creamed
oysters, a d are really more whole-
some and more easily promered. Par-
boil the evreetbreads and pick them
apart; ti each pale allow one can of
mushier .nes washed and chopped fine.
Stir the -e into a pint of cream saute*.
Where •hicken is used, to each three
pounde of chicken that has been most
earettn y boiled and cut into dice al-
low a in of mushrooms and a pint
sr cree i sauce.
FASE:ONABLE FEMININITY.
ettraeti•-• Vent eve, of Waimie ime
Gee... for Summer Wear—A
• ,!•••• •t Ott lige (se.
Apropos of revivals it may not be
amiss to alai& dat - return of the
pannier ovirdi, irt is persistently
threatened, say ,.a fashicn authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks., and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliance
lent by Persian embroideries is e
conspicuous favorite of the best de-
signers, and daring bite of contrast
make a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gown. are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
toundation for the skirt
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
Fhey are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
Iwo shades of red, or are in red and
Mack.
There Is a new China silk which I.
listingdished by perpendicular lira
et open work, like drawn-work, with
e dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with eyoke and
ieep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
hice threaded with narrow velvet rib-
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles
Quite a numbte oe the new fancy
waists are mode with frills down the
front, sometimes a single yarrow ODA
sit the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jeibot and concealiug the faa
teeing of the bodice.
keep th• *other Young and Raper
This charming power to throw away
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to beton,
exclualvely to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
face when we lay cooing in her arm&
end she was the happiest of women in
sonsequence. Is it not a pity that
through our years ofenecessary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
rown't No girl. %am sure, could,pos-
\misin terpret !me into mewling
that Ire are to turn sober sea 'riders-
Lose into foolish -idle:lute. What I
.v414 mean Is that witty matter,
whuld be improved if a mines of homes_
'hod its light upon hem; and thus.
last be accomplish it by Oise-41011S
IOW tiriC1101 •
•••-•••••
A JUNGLE "INFAIll." ANIMAL PS YCIIOLOU I IWITCB GIRLS Tan lairs.
1M *COUNTY la southern lmnois 11114
lees than a decade ago there still re
welled a rumloection which the people ia,
the townie designated as the "jungle," • term
of oontatruely handed down from a period
when Ms portion of the county was isolated
by impassable roads and covered with dress
timbers. The "jungle" fell behind in the
march of progress. The farm wagon COD-
roved the family to ekurelt on Sundays when
th. peopie on the prairie rode la "spring
wagons" or owned buggies. There we., one
prevaiUzig style of architecture, which is 'OM
ntly seen„ the square log house with
one roem and a boxed-up kitchen aetiseeide.
The lights streaming through the one masa
wtailow 'bowed such decorations on the
rails as a shotgun and ride, the horn pow-
der flash and hunting pouch, and trophise
el the hunt, while on winter evenings the
glevring firelight from the cavernous fir*
pia% threw shadows in and out among the
festoons of mons, a dried pumpkin, and
"middlin's" suspendeVrom the rafters.
The house in whichili eater Lane was boys-
stood in • email cleared apace :in the heart
• tli• "Nagle." Here she grew to womage
hood with no wider experience with the once
side world than the weekday walk to the
dearest viliage, and an annual jout-ase I. tale
sonnty seat in fair time.
Her first hardship came to her at the
ot six, when she must trudge each day foe
I e miles he the district school. But school
days in the "jungle" were soon evert the bort
getting the most of the "elmolia" because
the girl' :named and had no use for it.
("here were no bachelor maids in the "jay
tee." Marriage wee a certainty about which
there... could be no doubt.
Ifeetcr Lane being what the natives of the
"jung.e" (need • "greed, smart girl,"
wee expected ste would make • good mania
If the Lane home eras more pictures/us
than some of its neighbors it ergo because
Mister's :land traisecl the morning glory
vine, over the wiedow in summer and hid
the woodpile beiiind a bank of sturdy holy-
hocks and princess feathers. Tin pans
end pails ahem nowhere e'en with such
brightnees and luster as they did on that
bench outside, the iiimben door. Besides
ticeter had pie-red more patchtrotk guilts
es the !crag wirier egesivga thee any other
girl in ehe leogle," where • feather bed
an berld-:ng and a gter was the dowry every
e was experts( to bring to her bur
band.
,liester hod her dienee between Squire
riudsoe's moo Willign and "Jitn"
whose father yes de big land owner is
the "Melee" sad could iiet ell tea sere
for the young peopes to start out with. Bo
Mg • prodeohnueded ming woman, Hs
ter took "Jim" and the wedding day was
see for Octoeber.
&nitre /ludas, wise had "tied the knot'
In every masriags esseeoonie wtielt had
taken plot* is the "jungle for • decsda
effieietteig and neidsaPesteid the coreinow
wit" sue solemn edvbse as he doomed
aseassary for the prong people to take. A
wedding I. the "Nagle" was a quiet affabe
thins. celebrities *lag the "Utah." m the
foilawine day, when In ravine hoelsind teak
Lis brine* his betilor's home
Pine sod proud lamer .looked as she
set benne "Jim," ea the front seat of the
aeir wawa ha her "Wale' ire*, of "sky
Woe deleine." trimmed w-ith white lace se
de ruffles, end log het saall011.11 hat re.
deestrated with fresh dbben bows. This
gslaLieway amesene represented the savings
es sale of cop zed bolter above the
fandly groos:ies fro many veldts. It wee
"haadasade, too, a sewing machine ao•
=woe of the homries el the Ions
Zarb' as they were, dm "teat?' gue.,AN
wme arriving before them. The chairs
were arreoged In • emucirels around the
room. end "Jtor" - and Hester sat dews
sear the open doer. The company, the
elder members first, came forward ea* by
sae and -ehoolt then by the hand and
fared their ecliegratolatima. There was
en'y es plisses in which tbe good wishes
eedd be emerged. "I wish you much toy,"
repeated reek neighbor, solemnly, an sat
dews agate Thee there was 'Game in the
teem. the 'seta staring blankly at the
beide and groom, who relieved their es
barememort by occasional whispers to each
ether. •
Whoa the }eels and witty sayings
salivened the festivities of the lute),
were exhausted DOOM of the alder folic" b•
reentaisosuaing et former wedding ea
ereirma
ne. seem how the world does change'
said thole "Jimmy" Taylor. He and kb
wife, °Sane Liam" were the pioneer'
of the ""mgie." "Yon young folas who
p• emreW end start out In the world
nowadays don't know what hard times are.
You've limber tuefloor your home with.
ea/ • 'cook move, and you tan buy beds
sad chilre and table already nada. It
't e• so years ago, wires Lams had I
Ltd
"lams Reed at &A Keekhakia. Hae
(Oki, hod come over re to the Illinois Ade
from Kentucky, aiwi I, being a roving ehap
sad tired ifTernessee hills, turned up there
sue day end went to work for him. lead-
ing was al] dem by bred la those days, and
Laurehelped to the enrn planting. We-fell
In love and were 
married.' 
One day set
behindthat I took Leers op ehind me on • home,
sad with ail our worldly goods tied ta s
beadle we started wit to seek our forts4
he a new 'gantry. TA never
4mt. reached the "jungle," and Web up
pierce of lased and loth a ...stein. I made ag
the furniture with nay trem bands, and Lucn
molted ea the mods In the fireplaces I bed
Is go to flt. Leeds for oilman
la those days, end lama Wad alone Is
wilderneste; but the 'adieus were gone
there wasn't anything more dangerous to
the woods thantearts and wildcat..."
And we. didn't heave Utah' &niters he
those day," eeld;Sire'e father, We 164
turkey and emison, which we shoein the
rood*, and for mho and pie we had good
germ pen. baked In the coals on the hearth.
'Jim',' mother didn't barite
wedding dress like Hester hers; hat
Hinny wootapy she Irene herself and
the irool for it, too. Them wean% no
II" I. tbota dara; the girl was mood who
eielol get • bit of calico to make a etroboa-
see"
There would have bees more glories of the
good old lire wham ideeplicity reigned at
waddles !meta, but the men Mast %11.erry
sway for the "beeseraising." add
the mid mint lows the leP`"11132.-1-4-1141
eareftilly hewn and piled on a pretty Op
ea *the ten acres Were in their 141n altd
new home was ready In the "taught.
Teethe evening "BM' Bluelson" 411
let 
ter, to show that he cherished se
-1:441 
mi
1. brought hie fiddle earthen was •
fano* in the new bones, a' "Itermeerarese
and the wedding festivities were eves.
jim" and Hooter mill ii,, la the
"eagle" but the little home has ether
rows added to it, and a neat picket !saes
sad weel-kept orehard pram eel.
fume the prosperltr whioh is transferee
lbe atertee" late a progreselm fares
mmenralte, and the "Weir" and
"house-raleing" 11-,•.1 he enly ilam&
we et •. hamo-adiellaindblelle
Questions Suggested by the Putt.
liar Habits of Raccoons.
Ihrttalons MI a Southern' Oht".7 • •ir of
IA. ware of the Seeming'
tolltaene Little Deolseno
of th• Woods.
+mama' psychology is to be studied,
see, in Paris," said an observant
sitheen recently, according to the
New Orleans Thdes-Demoorat, "and
the stientists are going to take the
subyect up in • systematic way. That
hi a good plan. It is a broad tieid, and
researoh along these lines will ng
loot* be productive of much interest-
hag data. Heretofore what eme at lets
ham said along this line, and in fact
in they have learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, aril it may be said
Chat *Lima' psychology has not passed
beyond the preetly experimental stage.
"Darwin oame nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
('he emotions and the means of ex-
greasing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
obich would place animal psychology
twang the so-called exact sciences,
ant it hake occurred to me that. a' busy.
erestling center of population, where
aare may find so much that is artificial,
niiieh that is (MI of lierniemy with
:he aptural ortitr of thins, %mild
ant be the place to prosecute in an
intelligent and satiefeetory way a
etudy of this interesting subject.
turrourdings a trifle more rugged
irouldiseem to afford a better orator-
omit. for the observarfee of mental
'roc.ere- s in the lower order of life,
although, of course, much may be
learned by the method which has been
adopted by Kerropean ecientists.
"in the southerrl part of the United
Unfelt these scientists might find much
leta that would give them a more
ietnit• clew to the reasoning meth-
yds at animals of the lower order.
Iltat little trick of the 0.prOPIATIIII, for
xi/Mance, when he frigts death. shows
in element of shrewdness which one
nrrely Theis in orders of intelligruce
eieppmedly higher. Tuke the raccoon.
Why ts it that be will leap up oteoae
dee of a tree arid then /imp as far as
'le can from the other ride? It Is a
.rick. Ire is trying to fool the dog
!hat is after hien hy making him be-
ieve be is lip the tree. The 'coon has
practieed this game for so long that
ao well trained dog will ever howl up
• tree until lie bate cireled around it
teeeral timer to see If the game has
sot restarted to the usual make-believe.
'Why is it the. a when the
tree la felting under the effect of the
hunter's se will scamper dont. ter
•runk of the tree toward the stump?
Fre has two reasons for doing it. In
the first place, unless th• dog knows
his bustneirs, he will rust out tn the
lirection of the falling trerobelieving
the estop will scamper out from the
•.op, in the mcond place, he reasons
that It t• safer for body and limb
te either e•est be is reasoning about
tits thing. It Is a peeehological proo
ess. In•tanose hate been reported
ey bunter, of where 'coons would
leap trout tbe top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained dogs, who wored
tang around the stump until they
maid scamper down the trunk of the
tree. But the rule Is the other way.
"The point. I am tryiug to make."
eoncluded the observant. citizen. "is
:hat the woods arm tidied with throw
evidence" which might vile the see
entists a clew to the reasoning teeth.
ods of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
donsostal Olaniaares in Die roloa oil
Oorea.la *oasts and titres
untold, Oewsr.
A polar bear would not here •
chance in stalking seals if it were
of a darker color. The only black
spot about it is the tip of its nose.
The sailors who first landed on vari•
'us unknown erotic shores arid !styli
stated that the bears 11 14 Pfl te toles
them for seals, and begin to etellt
them at a considerable distance, lying
iowe fiat on tneir bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pho-
tograph by' Mr. Gambier Bolton shows
the old polar beer at the Zoo, and
wriggling along in that position untis
they came to an 4i'* hummock, when
they would get an aeer over to see
,f the "seals" wee- alarmed, and
wriggle onnigain. TIte sailors ad-led
that they could always see the black
aose when the bear got up near, end
•oweg that the bear pbt his paw co ere
sit muzzle to hide it. The arctic
'ores, the "blue" hike*, the ptarmigan,
"flier and ...mine all undergo the ma/-
tonal chattily to white by an identical
nrocess, says the London Spectatot.
rheAebner ur .festhers, as the case
mtg/it tie, lose color and turn whit*
'my ohat may almost be described as
•n instantaneous proceed. In the
hazes and birds the white comes in
retches; but the speed of the color
*Amore is remarkable. There are
etany stories of papple whose hair
las tamed whitain shock •
tingle night." Jtrideting by the birds
red foxes, these store.* must be true.
tin line ever sees the process of fad-
ng going on. The feather or psych
et fur which was brown or pt
re-dy suddenly whitens. Yet no one
las actually seen the color going.
The explanation sadaly given ire that
't takes place by night. There /Merits
'to "mkt way° tint eetween the white
tad tha original color.
In Oat of A. Hata.
The father—I air se glad Jobs get
delisted to congress.
The Mother—Yes, It's a groat roe
lot He boa tried se maag way• et
israing • liviN iblibed.—Debrela
nessi Orem •
Singular reassume flat Is todalasse
Sm hy SOM. .1.4..ras Pampa', In
POEM •Trtvautia.
At Shamokin. Pa., some queer as
some have ourelved the march of prog-
ress among the Poles and Russians
ite of these observances is newitob-
Mg day." It is a favor** day for
bashful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue. cap-
tures the belles of the oommunfty,
says an eastern exchange.
For days the man hate-been in train.
hie for the run of his lite, while the
maids adjure corsets and rub lini-
ment on their kneecaps *eery night
ere wooing slumber. Finally the
[morning of "owitohIng day" &Mires.
The man sees before him-all the maid-
ens of his village. Ile may tabs his
pick. All be must do is to catch and
switch and duok with water the one
of his choice—the maid whom he
would have for his wife. It eta is
fleeter of foot than he and escapes
she is free. If the man is beloved et
his quarry she seldom rota away,
though his fees ass sled in lead's
*hoes
"fitettohiug day" at Shamokin in
Neater Sunday, when all the lade and
lames of the country round about
gather at the town for the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to mu is
accepted as a token that she is not
averse to her pursues\ e youth1/4
start is sem:opted as a proven], and
no matter what misfortune may be-
fall his-quarry be must provide for her
all the days of his future life.
Pathetic indeed was the ilitietratiote
at this fact in the case of Sumo Mane
hob, who was by all odds the ban&
weeest pet in the Remise' colonise
for many miles about She was tell
and slender and her eyes wee% imam
Ulna. She was crowned "eta, goklea
hair, votdeh grew in dainty Outlets
Blom upon her head. MUG Manbok
had mom euitors them she scald an
wept, and she was very oey, 11.0t, of
foot, the timed bad, educe anitteng at
• marriageable age, passed one
"switching day" to safety whiteout the
3iving of her promise.
Miss Manbok told' ass= es the re.
sent festival occasion had succeeded
outdistancing all leer pursuer&
Many were the races sted bad ran, bad
never had a switch or a pair of water
come within reaching distance of her
petite form_ It was then that Andrew
Robtnaky. a shrewd young man, who
had purposely waited until Miss Mani
bolt had become fatigued. gave chase
Off darted the maid, end after him
toped the purseer.
Down the railroad track 'they
robed, all unbeetitng. So exert ted
were both contestants—the man rue
sing for a wife, the girl tor liberty—
that the approach of • train was us-
optimal. The engine tooted shrilly
sad at It. bleed Mites Manbok, ef-
righted. , stumbled and fell upon the
rafL Both if her lags were out all
below the knees b-ut the doctors my
she will Dos And Kettasity, regard
tem of her being • stipples Oatei...
that be will keep bee ww"-re wed
her filet as noon te
leave the nurse's cora
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATE&
oaten,. wee le ooreesisio DIverolirs
Among Toone Yolks In Clat.•
sore !mole*.
Tried it. (bray has recently been
traveling through an almost usknows
part of the Chinese Shan states, which
lie between China propel ad Flurmah
la the amount of hie journey, which
he recently teed before the Royal
Geographical soar ety. he spoke most
favorably of the women of the souse
My, though his opinion of the Ewa it
Sot an flattering, says the New Yoe),
box.
their faos and drum, h• awe
these Shane resemble the Japanese,
and 'the women are to say the low
fuse as Iffb0012,entional and faachesting
There the resemblance ends. The met
are lasn. need-foenothtng fellows. who
never work unless they are absolutely
°Mimed to do on. The womea toil dur-
ing the anntruer In the rice field& tied
speed their time when at horns Is
weaving sloth and in here:toehold du-
ties. They wear a wry pretty cm,
tern*, tricheitng a long whits pest)'
scat, which la much more b000milig
than the ugly mimhapen trinisers of
the Chtnese women.
Mr. Corey doter-It-es • dIversioe of
the young people which very much in-
terested htm. As he passed through
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cotton seed belle
whicili they call love belle arid many
times be was pelted with these love
Fie says they were of enures
sot bete /toed to convey any mesaage
to him, but at the festivities whica
take place during New Year's them
petered bolls hay, a very Important
part to pia On these ocemsioas troth
la, eonld be more significant to a
yoga( man, for s-he Is very earefed tt
throw it only to the partioular young
[gas whom she would like to marry
Thus she expresses her preference for
en* or another &the swat ea. If the
young maneesteles the ball, the feet
In a mire Indication that he whew'
I. wed the girl, and the engagemesit
might aa well be announced at (epos
Rut If he mimes the bell, the fact tio
&mites that he does not reciprocate
the affection the maiden desires to
give him, and .he must find a teem
elsewhere. At ell other times theigatne
I. simply a mode of flirtation, when
th• maiden or man who fells tie catch
the bell must pay a 'forfeit to the
thrower.
*Metal Curti.
The queen's footmen 'wear wigs
whisk leave eight rows of 'curls, where
es those of the prinem of Wales are al-
hewed seven rows, and those of the
tilesd eseyur el tamilime ere ems sn4m
nh•
TIM *1TENOB ON ANINALL
Tilts traeleasant liontinamet limns as
as Well Develeimed ho demo
of Thema.
--
A number of authentic anecdote.
have been collected by Le Tour du
Monde to illustrate the fact -that the
sentiment of revenge is very well de
veloped In some animals. Everybody
knows that elephant*, for example
have long, memories en they are
eilbjectad to, treatment, that Mirth
their feelings. Capt. Shipp*, of the
French army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
riven an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain had almost forgotten the inci-
dent when he next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him; but the
elephant, recognizing the practical
joker, suddenly abaorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a piddle nrar-hy
and diffused it over the officer's uni-
form. -
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephoidat at. the siege
of Burtpore. Water was scarce and
In great demand, which gave unusual
value to a well that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant and
Its driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pail of water, a very
large and strong elephant leized the
pail and drank the water. The smaller
elephant, conscious of his inferlor
strength, showed no resentmetit bet
bided his time. One day he wed Lie
enemy standing bioadaide by a oelL
The little fellow suddenly rushed for
ward with all the energy at his com-
mend, butted the big one on the side
and tumteled him over into the well.
An Indian miesienery tells of an its
discreet person whom be saw teseieg
an elephant by pricking his trona »Lib
a pin and then.feeding him with let'
tuce salad which no elephant has eine
use for. The animal was totter slots
In anger and he bad not fully decided
to be mad till a bait hour bed elapsed,
when he suddenly seized the man's hat
trou. his head, tore it Ii.•e• sheds at d
dung the 'rag-meets into the Nee ofe
his tormentitt.
A British magazine told* wehtte
ago, of a milkman's dog that was del
terror of ail -mailer canines, a* tel
was • fighter sud never missed is
chance to mix lip in a row. Meet nf
the dogs in the neirhhorhood bore
sears as evidence of los ferocity and
prowess. None of them cieuld nieteh
him in • fight. The idea finally me
mired to them, however, that there
Is strength in usion. and so ono sires
about a dozen of them ...eel to tee
borne of the tormenter and thraehee
hint within an inch of his iife. The
milkman found next morning, that his
dog warn nearly drebd front the wouods
%dialed. When be recovered from the
scrimmage he wasa changed dog. bay-
Me wholly lost his taste for fielding
die Andrew Smith. a aro, eeist, tree
Darwin that one day Le saw a tam
baboon in South Africa beeps? ter witl
mud an 4ffIcer, who. all 'pick acid span
was os his way to pa, ado. The odic,
had frequently teased the animal
which took this effective means of re
vengs. Parrots also ore among to
animals the* do not seen turret per
Costa who nee.. Or matte, theta
They timeline rind :hole we: to give
some enpleasent   rite to thew
who are imeoid en theta
iTAR't Lo, Sii0E TRAWL
• Wiadisa of tb• DrlieliAA4 Parlor, se
S. Plakeod on Rs lighlrl..‘ Is
f••. Lc•tbart Elio.a.dreqm.a.
— -
There es to be a ehee end lestheit
iSpootti-.0 iv itosti's, rehtob 4.03, tt
100 to- t.• the stilef market for bute
end •hoes lit the (muted 44•Ica end
)n• feature of it is to he a repo lute
don of the oracle...I .hoe tee! io
'Ay United Stows, says th. New y
For many year. one the aeltio.
/event of the Amen-etc rotor les no as
tempt was made to Iii•Oufac'UWO
emote and shoee for ,p.. market, loot.
weer being Imported P.'0111 England
esed Trance. Thee an. a period at
need-niede shoe* ereeliseively, to
*owns large enoreee to have a local
shoemaker, he am:potted sil the needs
21 the inhabiteets Is. towns not
Large enough to sustain a village oolo
elm- a traveling •heiemati•i• went from
0.00 to ream, stopping a d•y Or IS
meek at each.
Se far as is lompere, the arse Apo
factory hi Maimachnsetts was Mtn
ated in Denvers. not far from the
historic house in which Gin. Porter,.
of revolutionary feriae, was horn. As
early as 1786 various shoemakers were
at work currying, cutting and shoe-
making at the original facto•-y Is
Danvers.
The original shoe factory of Dan-
were can, it is said, be reproduced
without tusdue expense, and se the
boot and shoe interest in Maesaeles
vette is now not only well established
but enjeying ea unusual amount of
oommercial prooperity, with a larger
foreign market, than it ever had leso
fore, it is thought probable that the
exhitiltion will be represented., be
many respects.
The ettlea esentries to witted) ale-
can shoes ar% sent as. Australia,
V1140064 lbe West ladies, Cape Tows,
viud.0usl Can ad
New I. ISAW014.
Th. toga who geta the meet out of
Mae is the one whe Is always kook*/
ag, epic; Is determined that nwerythisif
be does, every investmest becoalmen
shall leave him a little higher up, t
little further on. To learn, therstos-,a
how to speed foe the higher faselties
onstead of the lower, so that the manly
quelithea, rather than the animals/a/o
be developed, is a protases' that sae
fronts its.—Rumeas.
litaar Meads Rm.
Too will find a good marry mare WI
esebst. of whams you &S halt expert hi., N
inpkitsve deellre efettb
Oki DisearenliLa...4waim
a
•••
.1$
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TH AND POLE .
Bone people keep up a bliuff so lost;
they can't shake it after the cause is
gons—Atchisca Globe.
What a Afferent world this would
be if the voice of conscience used
megaphone l—Chicago Daily News.
"Bobby, I'm surprised. This note
from your teacher says you're the last
boy in a cLass of 25." "Well, I could
be worser "I don't see how." "It
Might have been &bigger class."—Lon- '
don Answers.
New Office Boy—"There was a man
Mime here to collect a bill while you
were out." Proprietor—"What did
you tell him?" New Office Boy—"I told
him it was no tise for him to return
because you never paid any of your
debts."—Columbus Journal.
No Patience.—"Wbat's the matter
little boy?" inquired the kind lady
stopping before a sobbing urchin on
the street. "I—I got a boll on my
aeck," whimpered the boy. "Yes. but
plat think how many bolls Job li_d!"
"I know, but think u• th' patience he
had, toot" replied the boy.—Ohio State
;carnal.
A very "timeky" conversation we.
)1Iarried on recently between a
and • fair young guest. The hostee,
was entertaining the company with
descriptions of her•trip •brond and of
the wonderful things she bad seen
Among other things ehemeationed the
clock of Strasburg. "Oh, yes." re
marked the girl. "I hive heard ne
about that: and did you see the watch
es the Rhine. too?"
Dr. Vernadoe, a noted professor of
Greek, is very fond of flowers, ogd
some days ego, on returniag from hie
*college duties, be found in his troll,
yard a pestiferous calf belonging to
• neighbor The eoetor gave cheer
and the animal phinged Inward the
flower pit. •nd in another inetani
gnashed through the glass cover ene
mixed with the pots und plants he
low. When another professor passed
• few minutes later, he said. gravely:
9 do not understand, Dr. Vernadoe,
, why you should object so seriously to
having • modest cowslip added to your
fine collection of plant's." The doctor's
frowning face relaxed. "Ah,Sanborn,"
be retorted, "yam see, this was only a
worthless bulrush."
DANE ACCOUNT WAS SHORT.
Dui It Was Broaakt En 6• Bolan**
in ,a R..t Disastrous and La-
traordisar7 lifiAmff•
Hare is a story of two well-known
young Baltimoreans, whom we wits
eall Mr. Tom Black and Mr. Dick So-
and-So. Each prides hiniself on being
absolutely up to date end up to snuff
In all particulars. Tom called around
to see Dick one mornings abort time
ago, and had scarcely passed through
e door before Dick exclaimed:
"By George! The very man. Say,
Tam. I want to go to Boston this after-
boon, and I need,-$75. I wish you'ts
let me have it. I realty wouldn't salt
you, but see my position.'
"Yes," replied TOM. "a sort of touch-
sad-go or no-touch-no-go position.
You are better off at home, Dick. It's
very cold in Boston."
"Somewhat frosty here, too, it
seems," said Dick. "But it's all a joke,
old man. Come in and sit down."
"Haven't time." said Torn. "I just
Stepped around to see if you wouldn't
let me have that $100 you already owe
Me—if it's perfectly convenient."
Dick seemed to make a hurried men-
tal oalculation, and then told his
friend that he would give him a check
for that amount, but didn't think be
had quite that much in bank.
"But you can go down and see." he
added.
So Tom took the check, invited Dick
to go to the theater with him that
evening, and hurried down to the
bank. The paying 1 Iler took the
check, strolled back, looked at Dick's
• accoent, and returned to the window,
shaking his head.
"How much does it take to make it
good?" asked Tom.
"Not allowed to tell." replied the
teller.
Tom went to the reeeehriag teller
and deposited $10, to Dick's credit, but
that didn't make the check good. An-
other $10 and still others were put up,
• e 
with the same result, until Torn began
• to perspire and the bank people to
laugh. Finely Torn deposited him
tenth $10, with the remark that It was
a tough game to be up against, and he
again presented the check, only to be
met with another shake of the teller's
bead and the information: "Very
sorry, Mr. Blank, but that account was
ksomewhat overdrawn."
# Tom gave it up and dashed out of the
*ark. He had no sooner gone than
Vick sauntered in, and, asking how
much he had to his credit, was told
$95.
"Just cash is. this check for $90,"
\1 
he said, "and if yoe see Tom Blank
to-day tell him I'm awfully sorry I
cannot be able to owe him this even-
ei. leg. as I have decided to take that
little Boston trip we were talleng
about this morning."
Green Yea and Mask Tea.
The difference in color between
green and black tea has been ascribed
to various causes. Reoently Mr. Aso,
of the agricultural college at Tokyo,
has invest! ted the subject, and he
offers, in auftance, the following ex-
planatioe: Th.malrfng green tea the
leaves are steamed as soon as gath-
ered; in the case of black tea the
eaves are allowed to ferment before
00/1drying. The result is that the fin-
itched blaek tea contains much lest
tannin than the green oontains. The
original tea-lest possesses an ext.
Itizing en:roue which le destroyed In
the g-rdtea tea by steantiv. In bleak
.eis, during fermentation, the enzysie
*oxidises the tannin and glee. rise
i• • brownish eel., red product.-'t
xoctiVa Caine ani om. , -
SPUUN Eitsb BUREAti.
BY TOM P. YORBAII.
There is a wreck down at Spooner%
house—a wreck that was formerly a piece
of blithe manhood, with a marked tendenci
to talk and a wen on his head. The wreck
is queetion utseJ to be saluted by his cred
Kora as Mr. Spooner.
%I/Here, before, all was joy, in the atichest
octave; now is sorrow and woe be ia.ige
quaiatities and a dilapidated bureau to re
maitkably small pieces.
The bureau in question arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner. used to proudly as
salt. Unfeeling neighbors used tie wine,
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appearance of having come in the Ark
But neighbors will carp and let their 11.3ge
ton through your cablefe-patch in wile
and bristly freedom, so we will take thee
nieers at 60 per cent. dilauunt.
How the bureau came there was not the
subject that worried Spooner just beton
the pall of darkness and bumps settled °vet
the happy home. How to- get. it sway was
what agitated his mind.
Spooner's only teswghter, Cyclono, had,
it least, been so fortunate as to eons! a
fearless being, who made her his wife—and
.the was Cyclonia Spooner no longer. It
Is not the purpose of the writer to die
tribute the idea that, but for this time
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
have become more altitudinous. Far f-on.
It! She simply ceased, as a Spooner, te
soaks the menu at three daily repasts look
self attacked by an itinerant eat, and to re
mark plaintively that woman's mission or
earth was not clearly deemed around the
edges.
Now that their daughter had succeeded
in committing matrimony in the first
degree, Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved tc
do the proper and appropriate thing. Alto
much Ceeticular thought, they decided ti
present her the sacred bathes, aruune
which clustered each hallowed saiociatione
IBie those indigenous to an eied buffs),
tube.
The seared bureau was located in the
second story of the Spooner domicile, is
the "spare" bedroom! How to get it down
*airs was the question.
The time, several years before, wbes
Sans, the drayman, had raised the pos
ilerous piece of furniture to the second
story window, by means of much rope cee
profanity, was still fresh In Spoonet 'a mine
Be remembered that Jagge had meaeored
the buream which was as enormously d•
reloped affair and teen hail measured the
staaway.
"Too wide for the stairs," Ws• Jaggy vs,
be without any. more tole he had pro
seeded to haul it up the side of the bon*
sad int ro,ince it through a window.
But Spooner considers himself a peer is
the way of nocentrated think, to any two
Lagged drarmsa that ever wore a hairy hor
ror tor a beard and °bargee et pieces of
saver for carrying a 50-eset trunk twe
blocks. if, knew, without measuring, that
tee stairs were wide enough for the be
usu. Single-banded and alone be attacked
the lugubrious piece of feruitere in its owe
native spare bedroom.
By dint el much palling and ma equal
ornoiint of heeling, he succeeded in wrest
bag it to the head of the stairway, in visit.
• the feet that it seemed continually
lock its claws into. the fioor, deter
mined siert to resist the departure.
Getting ahead, he carefully lowered the
bureau toward eirneelf. The operation was
sal, marred by the triflieg accident of all
the drawers slipping out at tree an.d the
man time, eed all but the last one barb
keg some portion of Spooner's Nemo se
they fell. • wooden shower, spoa lam, and
leaded below is the log" of the stair
way. The last and I.eariart drawer do
tee the mules order of proceed-
rgt.eilli 
m 
lit, wrong side up, on Spooner's
bent shordders and hewed head. His bald
se the Mayflower beerloom slipped and the
Isere= tell forward liege hen. the
'dee khn exactly !A- ..th the ads
Dove they weak with ee -he exisitement
and *celerity that attecd the passage al
km rushing frantically doers the oorriden
it time.
Spooner was • trig hi advance of the
eureau when both arnved is the "jog" ea
lb. stairway. •
The drawers which hA made theile.gaeseep
s few seconds before, lay in a confused heap
with all poseibl• owners upward to wel
some the no. hilarious Spooner.
He landed on all these corners and me
srel more that nomad to put in an appear
wee for that occasket only, sad the ea
shant and vindictive bursas stood square.
7 on its head on his quivering sorporosity
A wild, uafiled yell, so sharp yet so vol
wiiinou• that it startled the beta out of the
Romney and brought Mrs. Spooner to tha •
hoot of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bureau!" she shrieked
'What, oh! what has happened to KY'
Presently a faii,t vnice piped up from the
sottom of the pile where Spooner was do
mg a sontortion act beneath the bureau:
-The precious bureau is uninjured as
set." it said, "but I am mortally wound
vi by this catinet-msde demon!"
Frightened at the awful condition of bee
leoune, buried beneath a mountain of re
nen ftelem furniture and with as insurance
m his life. Mee. Sot:ismer nu kw seem
nee Prowently she returned with weigh
air Killer. By his strung arm, the wreck
4 manhood was drawn from beneath the
till *Indust lieitionin of the Roundheads
Another meamerement was instituted, acid
ei• fo-mer decision of Jaggs, the drityman,
ines eindimted. The bureau would go no
nether down the "jog," for the stairway
ram mu.,h narrower from there down.
leethout a word, but with • terrible dark.
Wile resolve depicted on his
image, sad nose severe) inches out 011
olumb, Spooiser, aiwsted by Killer, set te
!cork to twos the bureau up to the top
if the stairs again. This they suomeeded
S •coomplishing. in spite of the Puritanical
asistaaos of .bat stubborn orthodox sheet
II drawers.
Then Sponsor roll. it ever, and oirtr,
with the neigh' -'s aid, be balanced
• moment on the o
With a genie of al nest fieudish joy Lag
• spasmodic bitch to his pantaloons, slow
y - slipping away from the elutches ef his
me rear seepesider bitten, Spooner ;melted
ihe bureau, awe thoioughly frightened, out
yard, and it hurtl d terough the sir like
Om flight of • braes- mined meteor. With
• crash, it landed on the stone -doersesp,
oro stories below, nd was nethireg but a
6-reek of its teenier grandeur.
Col. Windygesee's valuable dog, of the
seschlegged ,perinteseue, had, but a ma
lloot before, been mooring an overshoe
en the doorstep Ncm he lay under the
oureau—only a canine rtieolleeeima. a Wry
wean-mot.
Cyclone' got no wedding present from boa
parentie Spooner got nothing but a e.enee
iseortineet o/ bump, and abrairions and
i bill /or sva said to be the value of the
ate dig. To all of which he objergated
le such pieturesque phis** that he sees •
Acreh trial is the neer distaste.
Miserable, dim& ilgromer/--Osed Li
IINIFERS KILLED FOR DEER,
$ow York Heaters Oblige& to Tay
.600 for a Day's Quanta&
on a Big Farm.
John Hendrickson, a breeder of
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
on the Cochecton turnpike from
,White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., ree
gently found four of his finest young
heifer. In the field, all riddled with
charges of buckehot, which had en-
tered the bodies just behind th• fore
log.
Neighbors reported that huntere
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at White Lake, bad passed over
his farm in quest Or partridge, and
that ihnte had been heard in the
ricinity 4of the field where the cattle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd.
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounds that
killed them that they bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
their delicately., formed limbs. He
was seized with the idea that they
had been mistaken for deer by the
hunters.
Hendrickson ••• n4 to White take,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He ascertained
their names and addressee in New
York and after coasiderable difficulty
located them. He has just returned
after seeing them, and as a result
if his visit he Ms $500 richer than
when he went to the city.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
Sacial& Clawsoa, of Attaseta. Over..
women Seemingly Insnwmount-
able Dialsalties.
Atlanta, • small tows south of
Bloomington, Ill., has in k Claw-
son • fiddler whose chief for
fame lies La the fact that be is with-
out hands. Clawson has been a per.
former on the violin fence boyhood,
arid his skill was such that he was in
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
years ego he warn caught is a bliz-
zard and both hands were so badly
frozen that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his fid-
dling days were over, the old instru-
ment was laid away by the owner.
The old-time longing te bring out
music became toe strong to be re-
sisted, and he conceived the unique
1c1.5 of playing without hands- He
made a eontri•anoe out of heavy
wire, which enabled him to wield the
Wow. Ilto matter of flag-raring wag
more difficult, but by bard practice
a. stained 'be stump of his left hand
so make the necessary shifts from
sae owing to another, and from pe
"Won to position. With the addle
held ha place by his chin and kn-es
sad with the help of his *nos
arms, Clawson t. snag. - to phi.
searly as nameh su mesa as form , iy
A YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
Spa atrium! on, of Iowa Yalta,
Claims the etwoord for Ole
Nerthw sat.
— —
A grandssether at 29 is the record of
era. James P. Carleton, of lows Tells,
a, who teems the illeitinction of being
he youngest grandmother in the es
Ire northweet ehs is hoping to be a
crest-grandmother by the tlizi• alw
a 411.,
Mr and Yea Carleton were mar
fled in Ohio Illyears ago, Mrs.Carletos
acing only 11 ye•ra old when sh• was
wooed, won and led to the altar by hei
routhful sehoolmate. Leas than twe
rears later, when oily 13 years of age
the became a mother. The tendency
toward early Wiare•gere in the Carie tot
',tinily was tranamitted to the &tug)
er, and two years ago, at the age of 14
rhe was married. Last week silo lew
?erne • mother.
Until recently James P Carleton wet
postmaster at Iowa Fella, but a tew
mouths ago he and his wife removed to
St. Paul, Minn.. where their daughter
mid friodcbott reside.
coeseeent tee neeseatiag the newel,
A promising movement has been
started in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The idea orig
twitted with Dr. R. K. Jones, of Rich
mood, and severe) prominent and
wealthy neornes are associated with
him. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will be established near
Richmond. Pieta of ten acres eeee
will be laid off and upon each will
be erected a font-roomed leg cabln
of antique style These plot. will be
sold on easy installments plans to
negrooe anxious to better them-
selves. They will be given practical
and overt-matte instruction in farm-
ing, lei erperienoed expert from the
inatit •• at Hampton being engaged
s• in. reigtor.
Plan a V`redigious ereaset.
A bold, remarkable projeet is rio
«Pion, attention among Russian en-
etheerra. It is proposed to oonetrubt
• tunnel under the main shalt' of the
Caucasus mountains from • point et
einem south of Vladikavkaa. The too
eel will be 13 miles long and ease
ITS,000,000. As soon as the Trona-Si-
berian railway is finished, it is be-
lieved, this Caucasian tunnel, which
ham the warm support of the erial•
will be eommeneeed. From a military
and oornmeretal point of view the
work will he ut 'At importance. as
she only &Irmo .,mmuaIcwtIoe with
trans-Cantmais frees • ou th ern Russia
I by au ordinary road train Vlaelik
'wham to Mils.
itmakomis 11.
I year ago there were Coy pubis
sehmels is Cuba. wieli 121,000 ahlleirom
Noir NM. Will I fah MO eratileg l.
Ores amid we «heeds am body
• 
SILT CULTURE PLANS
Secretary Wilson to Encourage De-
velopment of the Industry.
Intl Ask Congress tor .10,000 tor taw
Purpose •1 Prellastaary Test and
Investigation of What Can B.
liens in United States.
'Secretary Wilson, of the depa rtenen •
it sericulture, is dettrue..ce is. re
rive irstet est in the cultivaitue ot
worn.. eed mulberry trees in
Unittd States, and the sum of aie,uou
which he has asked congress to glitt
him to develop silk culture in the
United States for a preliminary test
said investigation, Will be spent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman in the country who has coral
spare time for the work it the platting
of mulberry trees and the care of silk
Worms.
If the appropriation asked for it
granted Secretary Wilson will turn his
at ten tic:: first to the south, on a CCO un t
of the large amount of cheap labor
to be procured there. If the result,
In the south are at all satisfactory
n the men, women and even the
shildren will be appealed to by the gee,
ernment to lend a band in establishing
a new industry. •
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
he ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
Oleeriment of silk culture. The work
Is about all done in tLe spring, and if
my plans carry, by next spring every
member of oongress will have at his
disposal 50 mulberry trees to be given
away to his constituents. I think it
likely that I shall call upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tuskegee, Ala. He is ready there
lo take bold of the experiment and
do much In • abort time in educating
Ike people in silk culture.
"So far as I am concerned, I know
silk culture can be made a success in
this country. People Laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar Industry
would be a success, but it is a success,
end the total yield this year will be
000,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing excellent tea plants in this coun-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way—
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the trampidg of perspiring cheap labor
open the I . The Yankee can sine
mount almost any obstacle, and he isle
mediately improves almost any ides
yr industry be imports."
OANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
toting Governor of Hawaii Urges
Ameriean Mosey for toe in
the Island.
Authority for the conversion of all
dawaiian silver coins into correspond-
ing coins of the United States and for
the immigration of a limited number of
Cbinese laborers conditioned upon
their engaging in agricultural permits
only during their residence in the ter-
ritory and their return to their own
'aunty, upon ceasing to be farmers are
th• chief recommendations of H. E.
Cooper. acting oovernor of Hawaii, is
his annual repo -t.
The prosperity of the islands, accord-
big to the acting governor. depends on
the successful and economical produce
tion of sugar eThe employment of
apd Japanese by the planters,"
be my*, 'never has std never will In.
torten, with either A mericau skilled or
unskilled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained It
means millions of dollars spent for ma-
uhinery, building materials, tool*, steel
and Iron and other supplies of Ameni
son mannfacture."
New J•reera Parr. Food Law,
What is said to be the strieteet pure
food law in the United States haa jolt
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the office of state dairy corn
missioner has been abolished and his
dueies have come under those of the
thief food inspect .r. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
elan come into use for human con-
sumption a• food or drink is included
under the law. The inspection will
even take in canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to corn' under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unfit for he
aaan food.
Iltaproves Koch Theory.
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inoou
listed with germs by Dr. George D
Barney, of Brooklyn. several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now cer-
tain that he hen disproved Dr. Hoch*"
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
nettnicable. Dr. Barney said last
sight that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr
Koch's theory.
Prisoners I. British Indian Jan..
No fewer than 597,884 prisoners
were in the prisons oi'Britiish India
in 1899-1900—an increase of 92.oe 4
ever the number fie- iff91. Of this
huge total only 24 555 were female*,
Which le a smaller proportion them
is western countrite.
Otft of a Bridge.
A new form of benefaction to $
raw England town is' that taken is
tb• gift of Franc s nkei1, of New
Yoek, who has rt vps
MIL a SUMO hati._
WONDERFUL BRAIN WOW/.
flew., Tax neon the Ileaserikes go
Clerks in the United States
Railway Postal Servile*.
Millions of people are complaint/4g
tiowadays of beleg taxer/ financially,
but an army of men in the employ
of Uncle Barn are burdened with a
mental practice unheard of, as re-
gards extent, in any other country of
the world. Things that a .rii:lway
postal clerk mutt remember*be ea in. I
"ra ..,,ect le such Nolurue that elle would
ttane -very cell of his brain would!
tie thud e oh the name of a 'bow Oa. aI
er mail-vae connrction, and tte won '
der is t. at the clerk's mind does not
falter under the pressure. Despite
these facts cases of insanity among
this claas of public servants are rare,
says the Chicago Record-Herald.
One Chicago portal clerk maintaired
tor several years a record of 21,00C
cards (which take the place of letters
n examinations) with an average per
aent. Of correct datribution of a frac-
tion over 99 per erat. Ile knew how to
reach that many offices in several
states by the shot test, quickest mule,
and he knew the correct location of
each office in its a ate.
A clerk on the New York and Chi.
rage railway post office must keeae
the correct location of every post of,
ace in a group of states made up of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana
Minnesota, Small Dakota and Ne-
braska. In these seven states there
are 12,317 poet othees. Not only is the
clerk required to be "up" on the een
eral scheme, which means the c, : cc
location of the post offices in each
state, but he must know how to reach
the whole 12,000 post offices from one
or more station..
A clerk running 'between Chicago
and Minneapolis underwent no fewer
than 78 examirations in 15 years,
learning 13,308 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the examinaerions he was re-
quired to make a Chicago city distri-
bution, which means that while run-
ning over the country at the rate of a
mile a minute he must distribute let-
ters to the cart term of the Chicago de-
livery. Be must know not only where
every publio building and leading mere
eantile house is located, but also how
to divide the numbers on a particu-
lar street so that he can "tie out" his
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
ing to the route of the latter. This
same clerk made 13 examinations in
Gen months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In 20
examination, he came out of nine of
them with a clear 100 per cent.. each.
Think of such a task, taking into
consideration the puzzling 'similarity
I of names that are used to designate
post offices! nava too, must be con-
sidered the fact stet there are hun-
dreds of oases where in each state is
• post office of the same name. For
Instance, in the states named above
there are five post offices named Ham-
ilton, six Grants, four Garfield', four
Geneva", four Smithvilles, four Spar-
ta" and five Jeffersona, and so on.
In some instances there is a post of-
Ace of the same name in each of the
seven states. As one may imagine,
this only tends to confuse the average
mind.
THE MOUNTAIN LION.
ifhe Champion Itmetth-aed-lrellehlt
Ylgher of it. Cat Tribe-14.w
lilarJ to Find.
•
From a story in St. Nicholas we
slip this deeeription of the old-time
mountain lion:
There was a time when the Ameri-
eau mountain lion was one of the
Bost formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
one ens tetrenverts Www we. wee we he
most terribly armed and powerful of
in. cat ?amity. it was a compact
mass of hard end tough muscle and
gristle, with bones of iron, atrong
Jews, sharp tee-ti., and claws like
noel penknife-blades. It was
prodigiously strong, lithe, and quick,
cowered with a mail-coat of loose skin
that was as tough as leather.- It had
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bloodthirity. Withal, it had
the proverbial nine lives of the cat
tribe.
Against such an animal it wae
hopeless to match dogs. It was said,
in the school-books of 40 years ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pall
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; butt they would have
been sorry of they had tackled a full
grown American mountain lion of
that time. Be was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if he had
beer. 'pulled down," that was exactly
the position in which he fought best
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided by his terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in any position—well,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was most "up."
He once wan found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar
haunted tropical forests of the ex
treme south to the home of the
northern •et-Inter blizzard; but he at
tained his 'greatest size and ferocity
on the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arizona.
These animals are no longer what
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot heoe to fine any of the
old-time nnwer cm ferocity.
Olipplags foe Royal Resifting.
As his childron attained the age of
ten 4ing Edward had everything 
eern(ti them whieh appeared in the
newspapers,pairted into albums, and
these were banded neer to them whes
they reached years of discretion. ft
prince of Wales, however, began at the
beginning, arid each of his ekildres
has a volume of newspapee •-ettirive
dating from the day id 1•••
-•
FRkSii FASHILN
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liror, Ideas in Dyes. OrnairreititatS01
in Evidence to the Lirr-tii•twate•
itasate n,ea
— --•
A charming eveeina 0
-a-
rm-Aug girl is of re Ii
veiled with either !alit r., I er cut-
teed net,esillowing a delicate ,,eeign of
lace or ribbon applique its • floral d*
sign, alternating with rorni or ca.
atelilas sewn to in a htutiis ' areleass%
ness, says the ltryklyn .
some ingenious na r;ae ht intro,
'need an effective novelta thi seast)n,
lamely, Meek vels et rnse ; ,ut the
...re' of the palm e: eaa's ter ready
to applique maw silk, lace or chiffoa.
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
drawu. These roses make the Mall
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the been
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coa*, tucked ell over. meeting a
yoke of lace and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting frig' between the-
shoulders, and It "Trancasome lace
flounce at, the hem. In -this bride's
trousseau was a La adsome white satin
row with a lace flounce round the
Aerie put on very full and headed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society tnnetion in Paris
one of the most picturesque and no-
ticea.ble toilettes was, of black vel-
vet. The Louis XVI. corsage formed a
double-bteasted front and long coat.'
tkil behind, while round the decollet-
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind. passed
river the shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline transpnr-
ent long loose sleeves wer-t caught
tightly 10 the•wrist by a black velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau bits -ceased to he •
sovelty, although uni4tie air? veered,-
tngly beautiful examples are continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers foe
something newer in the line of jewelry
end dress acceseories have torrid
their attention to the Russian prodtic-
lions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is
-ient guarantee that they will not be-
come too popular. and their beauty
ind variety of design win appreciation
from arl lovers of exquisite-ornaments.
Incrustations of lace Are gaining in
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceeclingly well on fouls rde,
especially white foulards, with fine
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined teeth black ribbon. The material
is always cut away from beneath the
lace, which gives It .a light effect.
White foulnrd with black Chantilly
incrustations is a good eombination.
It Is less erpenetve than the very rich
embroideries and in man ways is
eery desirable.
f,e e
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HINTS ON FURNITURE.
5. C•nmfnetattle Conch That Ili Lastly
Slade at Home-An Aatleiso
Oak Mali. Ete.
Yew families, whether in town or
:onntry. have sufficient el,n.r• space
In which to keep go-runs and
tyro ph orwrinklece The sit 'er
In any case, he to lay them flatly
end emonthlv in s box large
to icecimniodatsp, them at their ;nu
length Stieh a box may be made
ei home in such s eay as to serve a
double purpose—that of couch nod
weedrnhe combined. says the New
Turk Trtbetne, et-otmet herr crtunpat nte
ed wood, six feet fou- inches long by
about three feet four !aches wide, can
be constructed by any big boy or his
mother without difficulty. using round
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood.
The cover should have a cross strip
near each end, and must be firmly
hinged on the box. Line the inside ofi
the box and lid with a serviceable came
brie, or shields. Then nail * cushion,
deep and springy, to the top. This
cushion may be made of on old hair
mattress picked to pieces and pot in
new ticking of the proper size. or of
*wool waste," or may be procured at
little expense from an upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz In
box plaits all around the box. and cover
top separately, finishing the edge
of the latter with a fullpinked ruching
of the fabric to conceal the opening.
Pave a strong loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift it. and it is well to
farrten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to avoid straining
the hinges.
Heaped with pillows and with an at,
elan thrown overahe foot, this makes
a comfortable couch by day, and eves
by night if necessary. 4
An excellent hall table for a country
femme was evolved not long ago by an
ingeelous girl from an ordinary un-
apined kitchen table without a leaf
!he sawed two !eches from the legs,
then stained the whole with a black
rain, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put Inc
stone jar, with just enough water to
cover them. and left to simmer on
stove for half a day. This Nquid •
applied to the wood and left to c
Vlinegar in which a number of rue,,
nails bad been steeped was then
breshed over, and repeated until the
able acquired a good antique oak col,
oring. Braes rollers were then fa*
tened on the legs and an old-fashioned
brass liandle put on the drawer, which
was sloth:led inside to match the out'
tide, and served for holdinggloves,eto.
A scarf of dark red leather was fas-
tened down the dile of the table with
brave leaded tacb, and, behold! a real-
ly handsome "old al" hall-table!
• Awl aC ens Oas,
Willie -Pa, is If Haag a profesethe
er a bireineagf
Pa—Well, that depends upon oir-
,utnetanees. If you're on the win-
sing side It's a lotudnees.—Pidiasilld
ttda Pram.
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Moved To Rieke Building,:
The POAGE stock of Clothing, Hats, Caps and Furnishing Goods has
been moved into the RIEKE BUILDING, 324 I3ROADWAY, formerly) oc-
cupied by the Scott Hardware Co. This stock of goods MUST be ,closed
out and will be offered at less than the Cost of Manufacturing. Mr. Poage
is retiring from business- and wants to convert the stock into Cash.
Mens' Suits at your Own Price. Boys' Long Pant Suits at your Own Price. Boys' Knee Pant
Suits at your Own Price. Childrens' Suits at your Own Price. leo Wash Suits worth 50c to $1,
Choice, 19c. Hats at your Own Price. Negligee Shirts at your Own Price. Underwear and
Hosier) at your Own Price. In fact, Every article in the house MUST, and WILL be COLD. Now
is the OPPORTUNITY for the CASH BUYER.
REMEMBER IDE STOCK tIAS BEEN MOVED INTO ME RIEKE BUNG AND Bt CLOSED OUT Al ONCE.
Reliable Clothier PA G E 324 BroadwayRIEKE BUILDING
FildiallERFAME1
WANT
COLUMN
'
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR RENT—Three-room cottage.
Apply to 1335 Trimble street.
FOR RENT—Front roomd also two
rooms for light housekeeliing, 1209
Jefferson street.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
'recs. Wit sell on terms to snit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone 140. 630.
FOR S4LE—Lots north side Her-
.
Ilion street, between 13th and 14th,
364 feet 2 1-2 ittehes east and west,
105 feet north and south. Apply at
Fraternity building, Dr. Blythe.
.._. 
SMARTED—Colored boy to fire
ininace at Paducah Toilet Supply
company at ins Monroe.
loYsiday Mbrnbig, July at,
tl'(,) (16011 (!)
Perlonal Mention.
Mrs. Edward D. Hannan wegt to
Golconda yesterday, her boys being
there on a visit.
Mrs. U. S. Walston and daughters,
) isses Me and Alma. have returned
from a tree weeks' visit to Rose
Claire, 11.
Mre. Charles E. Jennings and chil
dren lef:sheat evening for Mayfield to
v .it M:.s Annie Hale.
Judos: Robert Shemwell, of Benton,
is in th • city on business.
Mrs.,E1ta one and e_n and Mas
ter gob:rt Woolfolk went to Dawson
sterday.
• Mr. W. J. Whitehead and Contrac-
tor Char.s Robertson have gone to
Hot Springs, Ark.
Mr. L. C. Lane and Mr. and Mrs.
Thoreas Lane, Yeokum, Texass are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Emery
of West Jefferson krpet.
Mr. J.- B. Gitie.-en returned at noon
yesterday from Mayfield.
Miss Ora Morehead, of Springfield,
Tenn., returned yesterday after visit-
Mrs. Bell O'Brien.
Mr. J. B .Mtulholland, of New York,
is at the Palmer.
Mrs. V. E. Nelson and nephew,
Cassius Wycoff, are visiting in Casey-
Ky.
Misses Bertha Thompson aod Ruth
Parker went to Melber, Ky., yester
5905. day.
elLOCAL NEWS
President W. H. Holcomb, of the
Ilolcornb-Lobb Tie company, has re-
turned from Nashville.
Mr. H. G. Harmehng leave, Sun-
. _a
nay to visit his family that js sojourn
ing at New Albany, Ind.
Lawyer W. A. Berry goes to Union
town today to visit.
Lawyer Frank Lucas has gone to
Hopkinseilk on business.
Miss Sarah Corbett went to May-
field yesterday to visit Mrs. M. G.
Gardner.'
Mess Tessie -Lewis returned from
Bayou Mills yesterday.
Mir,. Wilhani Lydon returned yes-
day from visiting in Cairo
Mrs. Alben Barkley and mother,
Mrs. Charles Brower, go on the
steamer Kentucky tomorrow for a
round trip up the ikrmessee.
Mrs. S. A. Street went.to Tupelo.
Miss., yesterday to visit her daughter
Mrs. John Walker.
Mts. E. L. Simmons has returned
from visiting her mother, Mrs. W. D.
Tudgr, of Greenville, Ky.
Mr. Fred ,McKnight has returned
from a business trip tip the Tennes-
see river.
. . . Leased Property. . . Dr. E. G. Stamper and wife have
Yesterday with the county clerk re't'urned from their bridal tour
sva:, filed a document, showing that ,through the East.
Mr. C. F. Buchanan has returned
from Dawson.
Mr.. J. R. Ptrryear returned yester-
day to Dawson after spending a day
here. His wife is up there.
Miss Mary Quinn, of Mayfield, has
returned home after visiting her sis-
I ter, Mrs. Mike Caldwell.
Editor J. Slaughter Carter, of the
telegsaph department of the Louis
vitle Pok, was here yesterday.
Mrs J .F. Nieman and daughters,
Nlittes Minnie and Lizzie, of Cintin-
yetstertlay from Smithland
wilet Mt. Clarks James was
•Win dter.
—The surgeons at the railroad hos
pital operated on Mr. Sales, who
rinse .litre from Memphis. They re-
: arloked 'his testicles one account of an
accident.
--The weather was very warm
again yesterday, but early this moev
ing cooled considerably, as a light
but refreshing rain fell.
—Mr. William Smith, the tobac
conist, last night received word that
his brother, Mr.` Chris Smith, of
Clarksville, Tenn.; was better. He is
ill with malarial fever.
—Yesterday afternoon a street car
struck one of Glauber's buggies in
fiont of the Langstaff home on Broad
way, and knocked the wheels off',
while a lady occupying same was
thretwn out and painfully bruised.
R Barlow, of New York, had leased
to the Mergenthaler-Horton Bas-
ket company of this city, the plot of
ground the latter occupies with its
basket factories in Mechanicsburg.
Barlow leases them the ground for
.$1,500 per year.
. -
Licensed to Marry. . .
Jack ,Potter, aged 28, and Cora
'Airbus, aged at, were licensed to
marry This is the second venture
for both
nati, are visiting 'the former's sues,
Messes. E. F. and Fred Nieman.
Mrs. Carrie Tucker and children
are visiting here from Mayfield.
Miss Nona Stokes has gone to
:Mayfield to visit Miss Eura Coles.
Dr. W. T. Graves has returned
from a business trip to Dyeusburg,
Ky.
Mr. Guy P. Clark. of Clarksdale,
Mises-, is at the Palmer.
Circuit Clerk J. C. Parsons, of
Smitieland, arrived here yestetday en
route home from attending the an-
nual gathering of the Circuit Clerks'
Beauty And Joy
RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL IS THE
. . GRANDEST PLACE IN
. PADUCAH. .
Thousands Were Overjoyed on In-
. specting the Institution Last
. Aker noon and Nigh.. .
Paducah and her citizens shouLl
surely be proud of Riverside hospital
et Fourth and Clay streets, as it isState Association of Icentucky.
an institution of much merit upon the
standard maintained by the loadingA Narrow Escape cities the country over. Last even-
FROM DEATH WAS THAT OF
MRS. AMANDA WILHELM
YESTERDAY.
Run Down by Wagon at Sixth and
Jefferson, Foot Mashed' and
Otherwise Injured.
Yesterday morning about 8 o'clock,
Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm, the mother of
MessTs. James E.., John and Robert
S Wilhelm, had a narrow eecape
from death while crossing Jefferson
street on the west side of Sixth
street, by being knocked down and
trampled upon by a horse being driv
en by Brack Coleman to an Evans
yule Brewing company's delivery
wagon.
Coleman was driving out Jefferson
street and when mar Sixth street the
horse shied at an ice wagon *tending
in front of the Bloom residence and
started out Jeffersonereet at a brisk
pase. One hundred feet away Mrs.
Wilhelm was crossing Jefferson street
and when about midway across the
first she knew of her danger was
when Judge D. L. Sanders, who was
paising, called out to her to jump,
but it was too late, the shaft of the
v.agon struck her in the side and at
ing it presented a brilliant and im-
posing aspect, brightly lighted from
top to botorn for the reception that
drew hundreds of visitors who made
a thorough inspection on being
shown through by the atendants
under direction of Miss Farley, the
mlitronssuperintendent Everyone
highly praised the handsome struct-
ure and superb furnishings inside, and
prectict for the hospital a commend-
able existence as it is fitted with the
the best furnished in the laud.
In the first floor wing to right of
the main entrance is the ward for
colored men, while the oposite
wing ward ;s for colored females.
The second floor right wing for
white males and the left wing on
that floor is for white females. Each
ward has from eight to ten beds in
it and everything looks very neat
and clean as a pin. On the second
floor arc the two rooms furni;hed by
individual*, one by Mts. Henry West
in memory of her late husband, and
the other to memory of the. late Cap-
tain J. R. Smith.
Along both sides of the main hall-
way leading from front entr.ince
through center of the building to-
wards the rear, are rooms with one
bed each and attendant equipment.
These rooms are set apart for Viethe same time the horse stepped on 
her foot and the force of the blow 
people who want to pay for attention
force, 
and not he placed in ths generalknscked her down with great
ward. One room on the right handbruising her hands and arms, and the 
side of the corridor iv the matron-
weight of the horse pinning down 
her foot the ankle was wrenched and 
superintendent's bedroom qua -ter s,
while several doors to the rear is ',„4 
foot. the private dining room for the ma-'177' 
rooms, furnaces, laundry rooms,perhaps some bones broken iv her
tr and nurses . The general retep- fktc. From the kitchen to the floorsonJudge Sanders and Mr. Harry Wal-
; 
tion parlor is to the right of the ilea& ka dum evator throughace; who was also passing, assisted 
main ground floor entrance, while to is sent the food for the pa-Mrs. Wilhelm to her feet abd her the left is the private office for the when the ambulance brings to thehome being but a few doors distant tienta, attendants and others. The
Ems 10 our
Lucky Day
There's a pleasant surprise ready for you right now—just step to
nearest bar and ask for a glass of
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
There's a wealth of happiness in every drop. It cools, refreshes
and satisfies. It's a revelation of what can be produced when the
choicest, purest malt hops are brewed by experts.
DEMAND BELVEDERE AND SEZ THAT YOU GET IT.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Ask Your Grocer
For KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT Rout
The Standard Flour o
The World,
she walked to it and in a few mo-
ments wit suffering from the injured
foot. Dr. J. D. Smith was summoned
but the foot was so swollen and sen-
sitive to the touch that an examina-
tion for broken bones could not be
made until the patient becomes c RA-
e r. If the injury is but a sprain Mrs.
Wilhelm will possibly recover in a
week or two, but if some of the
bones are broken it ise doubtful if ever
she will fully recover from the in
jury. Had she been one seep back,
she would have beert trampled by the
horse and received injuries that
might have proven fatal.
The Rees. Lee gets to Cincinnati
today, and it i not known whether
she will leave f another trip or not,
cn account of tfs. low water.
city physician, board of directors and
matron. On both sides the main-
eorridor upstairs are more sepa-.1te
rooms for pay patients, while in the i
rear room are the operating tables.,
sterelizing outfits etc. In different,.
places around the building are
rooms, toilet rooms and other ace
purtenances, all eqtr:pped with the
best procurable. In the toilet room
'by the pressure of a plug in the floor
with the foot, cold water flows wit
into the washstand and while by
pressure of another plug hfside the
cold water warm water is turned on.
In the basement there is a wing
ref the building not finished up, bat
if ever neceesary on acount of an un-
usual rush of patients, it can be
quickly outfitted and titillzed. Also
in the basement are tbe kitchen and
basement aLeo contains a. sick rotten
with an iron door to same. When-
ever some party is cut in a ;fight and
has -to have treatment at the hoe-
pital and kept for the police, be is
,p I a (-tea in this closely confined qvar-
r to prevent his escape when he
gets well enough to get ap. This
place is also used for lunatics, or peo-
ple hard to handle.
One nice feature i that beside
every cot in the hospital there is an
electric belt that can be pushed and
flashes to the register in the general
htilway the number of the room
Otging for sonic one.
The. doctors visiting the hospital
Mite h is the finesit and most up-to-
date they have ever seen, while this
senor opinion was pronounced by the
hundreds of ladies and gentlemen
who visited the building yesterday
and last night.
Tbe building is arranged so that
institution a patient that cannot be
carried mit of the vehicle and up-
stairs, that the rig can drive right
into the basement and beside the
ebevator, in which the sick person
can be laid and taken from floor to -
floor with greatest of ease. Every-
body visiting the elegant place yes-
terday heartily wished they would
get sick in order to retrain there a
wtnle and enjoy the superior benefits
accruing from an up-to-date institu,
tion. Many people who had not
visited the place before, were charm-
ingly surprised on finding what a
grand hospital is in the midst oft
Paducah.
Today 'the hospital will be opened
for patients, and those from the old
Institution oh Stith Fifth moved
&own right Away. ,f
a
